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CHAPTER I 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Urban mass transport~tion - bus systems - have been 

plagued by the d0cline of ~heir patronage since 1963. The 

pres~nt deficit involved in the bus system's operatin is not 

only spatially ubi1uitous over the United States but also is 

a heavy burden for the fgderal government to carry. While 

the exc~ssive use of privat~ auto r~sults in the ecolo~ical 

Jet2rioration of our environment, in terms of energy 

exhaustion, air pollution, noise, etc, the proposal for ths 

comehack of mass transit is being advocated. The present 

study addresses 

lev~l ot small 

some 

urban 

of the mass transit problems at th£ 

which, hopefully, with further 

research could be extended to large metropolitan areas. 

The problems of mass transit in small urban arEas can 

b0 polarized to two main aspects, supply and demand. re the 

supply aspect, the d~velopment of bus route ~truc~ure, the 

frequPncy of buses on each route, the estimation cf th~ 

operating cost of the system, and the required sutsidy are 

all bus functions that require improvement in the existing 

planning processes. The bus routes and frequenci~s are 

still iRveloped by hand. The expected operating co~ts and 

1 
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the required subsidiEs ar2 tr~ated 

dev~lofad bus route configurations 

indepen~antly 0f the 

and the equilibrium 

demand function. on the other hand, th~ demand is estimated 

without considering the attractiveness of the supply system, 

such a3 the bus system 

short, there is no 

characteristics and perform3~ce. In 

computerized methodology that vill 

equilibrate the supply and demand functions in designing the 

bus routes in a small urban area. 

The present study developa1 a computerized package that 

provides the optimal bus route structure of a small urhan 

area providing certain attractiveness to the user, under 

c8rtain subsidy levels. I~ addition, some indicators 

describing the system's performance such as trav~l time 

ratio between differ~nt travel modes, expected riderships, 

and in turn, expected revenues and subsidies arE also 

included in the outputs of the package. The following 

par~graph briefly describes the remaining sections of this 

chapter. 

Section 1.1 states the objectives of this ~tudy. These 

objectives are split into the supply side and ths demand 

sida of the transit market. Section 1.2 briefly states the 

problems to be handlEd. Section 1.3 discusses the b~nefits 

of this study. Th2 benefits accrued to th~ transit and to 

the society arG seperately outlined. The strategy of the 
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approach is discussed in Section 1.4. 

1. 1 Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to dEvelop a computerized 

metnodology which determines optimal or near-optimal routing 

structure of bus transit system in a small urban area. 

In conjunction with the above prime objective, the 

m~thodology also maximizes the transit sys:em•s 

attractiveness. The t'~rm "attractiveness" is used Jn this 

study in two referenct areas in the following context. one 

area is the attractiveness of the bus system to the 

individual and th2 other area is the attractiveness of the 

system to the whol~ community. In the former use the term 

is defined as the measure of the probability that a 

particular traveler 

latter use, th~ 

will take a bus for his trip. 

syste~•s attractiveness to th2 

In the 

whole 

community, the term is defined as the aggregat2d av2rage of 

those foregoing individual probabilities. In oth0~ words, 

the attractiveness to the community is the m~an of tctal 

individual probabilities within the local society. Ov°-r an 

extanded period of time, th2 community's avera~e probability 

of bus travel can also be viewed as the percantag~ of the 

total community's t r'l vel which require bus s~rvice. 
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Maximizing the sy3tem's a~tractiveness can now be vi€wed as 

to maximize the bus travel's p~rcentage share in ord~r to 

achi2ve the maximum usage of the bus system. 

The two main objectives are complementary to each 

othor. In fact, as the route structure design provides a 

more convenient bus travel, the more attractive the bus 

system becomes, which presumably will attract more 

ridarships to the syst~m. Furthermore, the result of more 

riderships is mor2 revenue and, in turn, less subsiiy to the 

system and so forth. It ilso should be not8d hers that 

the3e t~o objectives are concerned with the supply side as 

well as with the demand side of the transit market. 

In addition to th~ above objectives, several 

subordinate objectiv~s are developed for this study. 

1. to review som~ of the existing methodologies iL this 

field and list their advantages and disadvantages; 

2. to d0velop an applied computer program to estimdte the 

expected system's operational cost and travel time ratio; 

3. to provide the bus manager with an easy tool in d~cision 

making, depend~nt upon trad~offs between required subsidy 

and system's attractivgn~ss. 

4. to provide the involved community a clear picture of how 

the proposed syst~m looks like and how much subsi1y is 

re~uired in running the syst~m; 



5. to initiate 

accomplishment 

design; 

a 

of 

1.2 Problem Statement 

5 

st2pping stoce for the future 

me~ropolitan t~ansit system routing 

~he problem, as speci~ied in Sections 1.0 and 1.1, is 

to dev8lop a methodology for optimum route structure dasign 

which would in turn lead to the maximization of bus system's 

attractiveness. The m8thodology for route structure design 

d2velops ~ bus network with mimimum total travel distaLcc 

snbject to the constraints ot bus capacity and ~aximum 

travel distance by each bus. The netvork is an efficient 

supply system, because it best uses its resources of buses 

to provide a better servic~ to the users. In other words, 

the lsss distance the buses ne~d to travel in a certain 

period of time, ~he more they are available to servt other 

customers. Concerning the maximization of bus system's 

attractiveness tha concept can be considered as maximizing 

the lev~l of demand in the marke~ which would utillz2 th9 

service. 

In short, the problem can be regarded as to ~rovide 

better ~uality of supply ( better route structure ) and at 

the sam~ time to achieve higher level of demand ( greater 
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attractiven~ss ) ot the local transportation market. In 

literature, the su~ply p~oblem is referred to as routing 

problem in the op~rations research field; on the other hand, 

the att~activaness problem or the demand behavior problem is 

a modal split problem in the transportation planning 

process. The conceptu~l m~thematical formulation of the 

problems are included in Chapter II. 

1.3 Benefits 

Th~ developed methodology is capable of contributing 

the following benefits to either the ~ransit company oc the 

whole society. 

1. It 0liminates the personal biases associat~~ with the 

J8velopment of bus route structure by hand. 

2. It provides the participating public an e~plicit answer 

about the future performances of the proposed transit 

system. 

3. It gives estimates of exp€cted riderships, revenuEs, and 

required subsidy in running ~he system. 

4. It axposes to th~ manager significant parameters 

dominating the system's performance 

sensitivity analysis of the methodology. 

by the aid of 
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1.4 Strategy of Approach 

Th~ economic principles of supply and demand are 

dpplied to the transit problem at hand. The route structure 

design is considered as th~ supply function to the market. 

The attractiveness or ~Pan probability of bus travEl ) is 

considAred as the demand function of the market. Th~ supply 

and demand functions are variables at any stat~ of the 

market u~til they reach the equilibrium condition. Dynamic 

shifts happen whenever change appears in eith8r su~ply or 

demand. Supply and demand stabilize to constants only ~hen 

the equilibrium state is reached. The conceptual thinking 

behind this approach is provided in the following 

paragraphs. The detailed computational framework is 

discussed in Chapters III and IV. 

consin~r a small urban area of 20,000 to 100,000 

~eople, either attempting to implement a new fixed route bus 

system or to improve the operation of an existing ons. The 

first step in the planing stage of any transit system is the 

task of demand estimatio~. Using any of the available 

methodes to predict the travel demand, the total number of 

trips gener~ted in the society can be ~stimat8d. After the 

total number of trips is obtain~d the next plaLning step is 

to estimatA how many percent of thes£ total trips would use 
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th2 bus system. Th~ p2rc~ntag~ of bus trip, pragmarically 

speaking, is obtained in two ways. If the system is in the 

implementation stage, the method of analogy is usEJ. The 

analogy methodology is to select some other cities with 

similar socio-economic characteristics to the one under 

study. The percentage of trips that use the bus s~rvice in 

the other city i3 then adopted to the city unJer planning. 

If the system is in the improvement stage, the measure of 

this percentage can be obtained by dividing the number of 

annual revenue passengGrs by the total number of trips in 

the society. At this point, the bus system's sharE of the 

total trips is thus iuitialized. 

Aft2r the total number of trips requiring bus service 

has h9c~n obtain·2d, they are allocated in a uniform 

distribufion with some adjustments to the chosen bus stops. 

Th~ sel~ction of locations of 

basi.3, 

bus stops arc 

yet conforming 

dons on an 

to 9eneral intuitive judgement 

practicing c~iteria, such as acceptable distances be~ween 

stops, confinement to major and minor arterial str2ets, and 

service catchment area etc. However ,it is a special topic 

that might require further study by itself, yet in this work 

it is considered as exogeneous input data. According to the 

locatio~s of these bus steps, a heuristic algorithm called 

swe8p algorithm is used to ganerate the optimal route 
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structure. The route structure is d~signed by utilizing the 

objective function of minimizing the total travel dis~ance 

subject to physical aLd resource constraints. The algorithm 

gives heuristically optimal or near optimal rout~ structure 

for the bus system. As a result, the jUality of supply in 

the local transit market has heen temporarily s~t up, 

because tha particular route structure can be consid{red as 

some representation of the quality of supply. 

According to the developed route structure, simulation 

technique is used to gonerate a number of travel dEman<ls. 

The simulation is bas~d on mod0 choice models or b2havioral 

models. This simulation 1enerates the trav~l demand for 

each particular develope1 route structure. Two most 

important outputs amongst the statistics collected by the 

simulator are (1) th(:, mean probability of the community's 

travel hy bus (i.<:J. the attractivenEss of the system); (2) 

t.he t.ravel time ratio statistics. In aldition, the 

simulation program also det2rmines the values of significant 

parameters of the system•3 operation. These parameters 

include annual vahicle miles, annual vehicle hours, peak 

hour vehicles, revenue passengers, annual rev6nues based on 

some specified fare policy, annual operatin costs, and, 

consequently, required suhsidy. 

The above gathered information can be considered as 
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responses of the demand to the bus sArvice in thG local 

transpor~ation market. The calculateJ pr~dicted 

attractiveness of ths syst~m is compared with the initial 

on~ obtained from the demand Astimation. If significant 

differGnce exists batween these two figures, modification of 

demand level at each bus stop "then follows. The 

modification of demand level at each bus stop is carried out 

by the behaviaral model. The predicted attractiveness 

substitutes the initial attractiveness. A feed.back process 

proceeds to do the whole ta3k ov9r. As long as the system's 

attractiveness between two consecutive 

clifferent, the iteration significantly 

working. It stops when the attractiveness 

i L~rations a re 

process 

mea sur-e rem a ins 

unchanged, which means that the system is in the equilibrium 

state. 

The final bus network structure obtain~d from th~ above 

procedure is the optimal design at the equilibrium state of 

the t ra nsi t mar:-k--~t. The structure of bus network 

configuration is in a most economical form as far as the 

~otal bus travel distance concerned. A dcscriptiv€ flow 

chart of the strate~y of approach is shown in Figure 1.1 



Figure 1.1 
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CHAPTER II 

2.0 PfiORLEM FORMULATION AND RELATED wORKS 

This chapter concentrates on the m~thematical 

formulation us2d under this study and bri~fly reviews 

~r~vious approaches to solving the problem. The problem on 

the supply side of the transit market is an optimization 

problem in the area ot int2rger programming. The objective 

function is to minimize thP. total travel distance subject to 

a number of constraints. 

usually estimated by 

The demand side of the problem is 

utilizing behavioral mo~els. 

Probabilistic approach to 2stimating the individual 

probability of taking a bus for a journey is discussed. 

Problem formulations are the contents of SectioL 2.1. 

Section 2.2 reviews other works related to this probl&m. On 

the supply side, it discussss methodologies concerning 

optimal route structure design. On the demand side, this 

sec~ion reviews behavioral approach to demand for~cast.ing, 

and es~imation to t~avel time value. 

12 
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2.1 Problem Formulation 

Th~ transit problem ~s stated earlier may be split into 

two aspects, supply and demand. The former is primarily 

based on the transit management views and the latter is 

based on the community views. Consequently, supply can be 

primarily considered as an afficiency problem and demand as 

a behavioral one • 

.B.QQ1~ ~1.R.!!£TU!i] DESIQJi ( ~QPP1I ) 

The transit manager is businessman. He is int£rested 

in th9 overall effici2ncy of his transit industry. Th~ 

design of route structure is an important el~ment of this 

overall efficiency. The better the route structure is 

disigned, the smaller amount of money he has to spend in 

oper~ting the service. Also, better route 3t~uctur~ 

provides more convenient ~nd faster bus service and in turn 

attracts more customers to ~se the bus system. As a result, 

more revenue can be obtain~d or less subsidy is requirPd. 

Therefore, the problem on the supply side is to d~v~lop an 

algorithm capable of giving optimum routing structur2 which 

links all bus stops through a minimum travel distance. 

Investigating the concept in the science of Operations 

Research, the problem can b~ viewed as an applied protleru in 
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graph theory or as dn integer programming probl~m. In fact, 

numerous routing problems have been formulated and so1.ved by 

th~se two approaches. The description of the routing 

problem, the definition of the systems variabl8s and the 

mathematical repr0sentation are discussed bElow. 

consider a set of bus stops distributed over the bus 

company's service area. The bus trip is assign~d to s~art 

from the terminal point and to terminate at the terminal 

All bus stops except the terminal point must be 

visited once and only once by one bus. The total travel 

dista11ce by all buses should be minimized. The above 

statement is a concise d~scription of the routing problem. 

The pertinent variables involved in this problem are as 

follows. 

0ij = distance from stop i to stop j; stop 1 is assumed to 

be the origin, or terminal point. 

Dii = extra distance per stop; an input variable in 

program. 

Pk = the operating cost or trdvel time per mile incurred 

by bus k ( if th~ ~bjective function is to mi~imize 

total trav6l distance, Pk = 1 ) • 

Yijk = 1, if bus k goes from i to j 

O, otherwis2. 
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CPk = passenger capacity of bus k 

Xijk = percent of bus k's capacity left at bus stop j after 

coming from stop i. 

Qj = demand at stop j. 

n = total number of bus stops, inclu1ing the origiL. 

m = number of buses. 

According to the foregoing description and variable 

definitions the problem is formulated as 

i j t. 
MIN. ~ ~ ~ Di j Pi< Yijk 

( 2. 1) 

i ! 
s. 'I. ~ ~ CPk Xijk = Qj 

j= 2 •••• n 

i j 
> > Xijk ?: 1 

k= 1 •••• m 

j i 
> Yrjk - > Yirk = 0 

r= 1 •••• n 

Yijk - Xijk $ 0 
all i,j,k 

Xijk $ 0 
all i,j,k 

Yijk = O or 1 
a.11 i,j,k 

The indices on tops of sigma signs represent 

i=1, ••• ,n, j=1, ••• ,n, k=1, ••• ,m. 
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This problem is in fact identical to the well-known 

traveling salesman problem. Given n cities; the salc3man 

has to visit each city once and terminate the trip at origin 

through a minimum total travel cost, travel time, or travEl 

distance. 

Att~a£iiY~Il~§§ ~§11~£tion (Q~fil~IlQ) 

The mass transit toiay can alleviate a numt2r of 

~xisting transportation as well as environmental problems in 

most urban area. Mass transit systems provide alternative 

solution to environmental p~rservation, energy conservation, 

and traffic jam allEviation. The more the usage of mass 

transit system, the less air pollution, energy consumption 

and traffic congestion will have in our cities. ThErefore, 

the problem on the demand side is how to maximizg tt~ us9r•s 

j~sire to use th~ bus or, in other words, ho~ to maximize 

the bus system's attractiveness to the user~. A 

prerequisite to maximize the systEm's attractiveness is what 

are the factors affecting the system's attractiven;ss and 

ho~ the attractiveness can be measured. Howev£r, as 

discuss~d in Section 1.1, the measure of system's 

attractiv~ness can be considered as tht aggregated 

statistics of individual probabilities of taking ~ bus for a 

particular Lrip. Therefore, the attractiveness m~asure can 
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be considered as to how to calculate the indivijual 

probability of taking a bus for his or her trip and how to 

maximize the mean of th?se probabilities. 

In order to formulate the individual's probability of 

taking a bus we can utilize the economic concept in which 

the probability is defined as a function of disu~llities 

with r~spect to all travel modes in th~ market. Th~ 

terminology 1isutility will be explained later in this 

sEc~ion. The function can t~ expressed in the following 

equation; 

Pib = exp (-Bi) /SUMj[ exp (-Ji) ], j=1,2, ••• n ( 2. 2) 

The above equation describes that thA proba~ility for a 

passengPr i to take the travel mode b is the 2xponential of 

this particular modal utility (-Bi) divided by ths sum of 

total exponentials of all iDOdal ut.ilities, SUMj[exp(-Ji) ], 

in the market where n is the number of total available 

mor1es. When there ar2 only two modes available the e~uation 

is in the form of 

Pi b = exp (-Bi) /( exp ( - Ai) + •"? x p ( - Bi) ] ( 2. 3) 

wher~ Ai and Bi are disutilities of mode auto and mode bus 

for individual traveler i. Furthermore, the equation can 

easily be deriv~d into the fllowing form. 

Di = Ai - ln [Pib/{1-Pib)J ( 2. 4) 

The plot of the above equation shown in Figure 2.1 is a 
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wellknown form of demani curve in econcmy theory. 

Note that in economy thEory th~ horizontal axis, the 

probability, usually repr~sents thE demand quantity in the 

market whereas thg v~rtical axis, Jisutility, is the 

in the mflrket. Up to this ccmmodity price 

problem on the demand side is ~aite clear. As 

stag~, the 

long as the 

Jisutility function is formulated the demand function or 

the ex:pectecd 

£or:nulat8rl from 

individual's probability 

Gquations 2.2 or 2.3. 

can easily be 

T he r e f o r <:· , the 

following paragraphs discuss the formulation of disutility 

function. 

The terminoloyy disutility means som2 measureCTent 

characteriziny a particular commodity in the Jharket. 

Whenever ~ customer com~s upon a situation in which to 

choose, what commodity in the market he shouli purchase, he 

ccmparcs all resp~ctive prices associated with each provided 

service. The most preferable choic~ of the customer is thP 

onP with l8ast exp~nse. The commodity with the least 

expense and yet satisfies his travel r.eeds is the one with 

the highest probability to b8 purchased. Because the 

expPnse is used to compensate the supply, the expense must 

be spent in spite of the customer's reluctance. ThPref~~P, 

in economic theory the disutility can be viewed as the 

market sale price of the goods. 
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In tha area of transportation market, ~he composition 

of disutility is much more complicated. It includ~s not 

mer~ly the money term of price as in the economics out al~o 

considers other factors referring to th9 quality of the 

sei:-vic2. TravEl tim~, conveLicncE, 

reliability, and socio-economic characteristics are other 

considerations involved in thE- term ot disutility. However, 

because conveni12nce, reliability, and soc io-.;;:con om ic 

characteristics are either very difficult or very expensive 

to measure, the disutility function here includes oLly one 

mor~ factor, the total travel time by each mode. Again, 

afplying the analogy of economics theory, where distility is 

represente1 by price, money term, the disutility in th~ 

transportation market is also expressed by a gen~~alized 

mon~y t~rm in unit of dollar value. Th£rEfore, the v~lue of 

disutility is a combination of total travel cost as ~ell as 

total travel time in terms of dollars. The disutility in 

the transportation market thus can be formulated as th~ 

following formula 

Dij = Cj + Vi*Tj ( 2. 5) 

which means that the disutility for the traveler i on a 

particular mode j is the total travel cost for mode j plus 

the individual's time valu~ Vi times the total trav~l time 

spent on mode j. 
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Substituting equation 2.5 

probability of taking a pdrticular 

thereby can be predictEd. 

ir:.to equation 2.2, the 

mode for a sp~cific trip 

Pib = exp(-Cb-Vi*Tb)/SUMj[ exp(-Cj-Vi*Tj)] ( 2. 6) 

At this stage, the remaining problem left is how to 

calculate the modal travel cost, total travel tim~, and 

individual's time value. These works are straight forward 

and have been discussed extensively in literature. The 

detailed conceptual approach to estimating thes~ values will 

be discussed in Chapter IV. Finally, the first problem on 

the demand side, the formulation of the individual's 

probability for ~raveling by bus, has been solved. The 

formulation of the bus system's attractiveness to the whole 

community is then merely calculated by taking the averag~ of 

the aggregated set of the individal probabilities data. 

Th? other probl~m on the demand side is how to maximize 

the bus system's attractiven~ss to the community. The 

approach to this problem solution requires a f~edback 

process. The explanation to this approach is as follows. 

Under a set of r?al world's constraints, ther2 is a 

maximum 

Generally 

techni .JUe 

value that 

speaking, to 

methodologies 

the attractiveness can 

find this maximum 

can b8 used. The 

value, 

US8 Of 

techni-ju? is vEry expensive and unapplicable 

achieve. 

sea.rch 

search 

to th':: 
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transportation market ~ince transporration market is 

characterized by an interactive behavior. However, the 

search for the maximum attaractiveness can be easily 

Of thP achievea hy a feeJback process. The objecrive 

feedback process is usually to achieve the equilibrium state 

of the transportatior. system. The equilibrium srate is 

arrivEd when the valu~s of demand and supply stay s~ac>le and 

can not be improved any more. At this stage, it can be 

considered that the attractiveness measure reachss its 

maximum limit under a sot of specific societal policies. As 

long as societal policy cha~ges, the attractiveness will 

havP diff~rnt maximum value through the feedback process. 

Because the policy affects the attractiveness of the bus 

sysrem, the global maximum attractiveness is obtained 

through the sensitivity analysis from a number of computer 

runs. Therefore. in each computer run, the local maximum 

attractiveness is obtained at the e~uilibrium state. When 

diff~rent policies are evaluated, the one that generates the 

global maximum attractiveness is the most preferable set of 

pclicies. 

In summary, the supply side of the problem is an 

in the area of operations integer programming probl3m 

research. 

problem. 

It can be formulat~d as d traveling salesman 

The first prohl~m on the demand side is the 
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formulation of disutility functions for diff~r~nt travel 

modes. The disutility function can be represented by total 

travel cost, total travel time, and individual's time value • 

. Proper transformation of tne disutility function will give 

the measure of bus system's attractiveness to the community. 

Th3 second problem on the d~mand side is the s£arch for the 

equilibrium state. Feedback process is used to arproach 

this state. When th~ system is in equilibrium th0 local 

maximum attractiveness is reached. The global maximum 

attractiveness is determined by the sensitivity analysis. 

2.2 State of the Arts 

In this section a revi~w of ralated works is aiscussed. 

Although transporcation literature is quite rich in the area 

of transit planning, on the supply side , very few can bG 

found Jealing with the route structure design. Some 

literatures may be found dealing with routing problems in 

general; however, they do not focus particularly en the 

route development of transit syst~ms in transportation 

ar2a. on the demand side, the research works are pl<=!nty and 

resourcGful. The works fall in the area of modal split 

models or behavioral models. The other related work is the 

determination of the value of travel time. The following 
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paragraphs will review first the selected works towar~ route 

structure design. The modal split and evaluation of ~imG 

value will be subsequently discussed. 

BQY1~ ~tr~f1~£~ D2sigg (~Q£E1Y> 

In 1967 Lampkin and Sa~lmansis have indicat~d, in 

fixeJ-route systems analysis, that very few attention, 

cc~paring with other topics in this area, has be~r. given to 

t~o imp~rtant tasks, those rElating to route and schedul0 

d~sign. Part of these problems, hoaever, have been attacked 

in various studies. For example, a method of se~uencing 

routes which share a c~mmon segment has been provided, and 

oth?-r studies have examin~d the spacing of stops along a 

routeio. Work of this sort is valuable when the route and 

schedul~ plans are essentially complete. 

Relatively little ~ttention has been given to the full 

routing and scheduling problem. Lampkin and saalmans• 

approach was the most direct one to this area. Their model 

ccmputes expected wait and travel time for passengers 

traveling between ~ach 

total travel time by 

point pair and attempts 

careful assignment 

fre~uPnci~s to each of the routes in the system. 

to minimize 

of schsdule 

Jewell13 has formulated a network model which uses 

uncapacitate1 route and as~umes perfectly regular service 
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along the routes. The representation of routes in th~ model 

is restrictive, anJ the model is bes~ suiteJ for radial 

systems with littlB interf~renca between routes. 

Formulations have also been prepared for Tokyo, Japan12 

and Bombay, Indiazs. Th2sa models are disigned for areas 

with very limited ~ata and are restricted in thair ability 

to tackle the full routiny scheduling. 

Routing and scheduling models have also bAen d~veloped 

for use in air transportation26. Howtver, this protlem is 

scmewhat different from that of public mass trans~ortation 

because the latter places great emphasis on the exact number 

of vehicles available, and solutions must be much more 

spacific in their us8 of vehicles than is necessary for bus 

operations. The treatment of wait time is guit9 different 

in air schedul~ formulations, since passeng8rs g~Lerally 

arrive on the basis of known time table. Most bus 

passeng2rs do not arrive at stops to meet a particular 

schedul3d vehicle unless the head~ay is large. It is 

~an3rally assumed that bus passengers arrive independently 

of the schedule. 

Routing models have been developed for utility 

such as school buses, mail trucks, d~livery vehicles•, 

vehiclts, and garbaye trucksz. In most of these 

applications, no attention is given to many service 
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characteristics ~hicl1 are important to bus users, i.e. 

travel time, wait time, and crowding conJitions. The 

~mphasis is on minimizing costs subject to making all 

deliveries. The service characteristics central to bus 

operations are not repres~nted in these models. 

Kulashl• dev~loped two simulation models for analyzing 

fix?d route bus systems. These models evaluatt the quality 

of service ~hich results from various operator policies. 

Thay may b~ used tc predict the impacts of o~erator 

decisions and to improve route and schedule J~si1ns. o~e 

&odel examines in detail the operations of a singlE route, 

the oth~r focuses on an entire network of routes. ThEse 

moiels can b~ usEd to allocate sch~dule frequencies for a 

Lus system. Kulash has pu~ more emphasis on the supply side 

of the system; yet th2 route struc~ure in his models 

still d8veloped mannually. 

Rapp and Gehner2• daveloped an interactiv~ graphic 

ccmputer system known as Urban Transit Analysis System 

(UI~ANS). The system is used to evaluate differ~nt rout~ and 

schadule policies based upon criteria of quality of service. 

The frequ8ncy and rout9 structure, again, ar9 used a3 iuput 

Jata of the computer system. 

Th~r~ has never been any attempt to successfully 

formulate the bus route structure in the area of 
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transportation research. However, in topics of qraph theory 

and op·~rations research, the routing probl0m has bee•' 

extensively studied although, 

net adequately consid~r the 

as discussed before, 

important transit 

it did 

characteristics such as travel t:ime, waiting 

system's 

tim~, and 

crowding condition etc. In that area, tha traveling 

salesman problem attemp~ing to find the travel rout~ with a 

minimum total travel distance happens to have the identical 

objective function of our transit problem on the supply 

sidn.. The approaches to solving the traveling salesman 

problem are prolific. The Lin's 3-optimurn algorithmta is 

considered, up to date, the most efficient and successful 

heuristic method to find a looping route structur~. 

In summary, relatively little work has been don~ which 

2xamines routing and sch~duling in public transportation at 

~he network level. ThE moiGls in other applications ~uch as 

airline and utility vehicles are of a very diff2rent 

character and are not applicable: to urban mass 

transportation. Kulash 1 s simulation models1 4 and UTBANSZ• 

have significant contribution to transit planning but they 

de not provide a solution for most economic~l route 

structure. TravelinJ salesman problem can bP applied to 

this area, but considerations for ~articular characteristics 

of bus system should be included. 
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A~1£2£1iyg~§§ li§!illi~!i2ll (Defil~ilQ) 

Some researchers have developed models to explain and 

predict individual modal choice behavior, taking accoun~ of 

individual travel and household characteristics. At th~ 

level of individual choice of mode, the work of Warner3•, 

Beesley, Sharp, and Quarmby23, is probably tbs most 

comprehensive. 

Warner3• used multiple regression and discriminate 

analysis techniqu~s to arrive at probability functiot which 

predict the probability that a traveler with given travel 

time, cost and other characteristics will choose a 

particular mode for both work and non-work trips. This 

mod2l avoids th~ proble~s 1ssociated with zonal aggr:gation 

of data. Warner's method is also appealing because it 

rel~tes ~ravel behavior to explanatory variables s~ch as 

parking availability anJ transit speeds which are 

dppropriate for testing different policy alt~rnatives for 

public transportation. 

Beesley, usinq a conceptual framework similar to 

Warner's, predicted modal choice by assessing the traJ2-off 

between 

handle 

time and cost. Lavet6 

the yes-no decisions 

used probit analysis to 

of modal s~lection and 

incorporated travel cost as a ratio and as a difter~nce 

between modes. Sharp ascertained the eff~ct on spe~ds and 



ti~2s by differ~nt vehiclas of a shift of commuters from one 

mode to another. 

Quarmby23, By combining the work of WarnPr and B~esl~y, 

used a multivariate approach ~o attack the rnoual choice 

problem. He developed a model for r~presenting how people 

make th~ir decisions about using private or public transport 

to travel to work, and found relative door-to-door travel 

times, time spent on walking and waiting, and costs to be 

important factors affecting choice of mode. The mo5el was 

used to predict the probability that a car owner will choose 

to use his car to travgl to work, given informatio~ about 

ccnditions of trav~l by th2 alternative mgans avail~ble to 

him. Perhaps, the most importat aspect of his work is that 

the msthod of predicting individual choice of means of 

travel now Gnables us to forecast, given the assumptions of 

the model, how many car CQmmuters would be diverted orto any 

pro~osed ?Ublic transport system, and this permits a more 

rigorous ~valuation of proposed public transport 

improvements than has pr~viously be~n possible. 

The remaining relateJ work to be discussed is thE v~lue 

of tim~ spent in traveling. This problem is related to 

modal choice models since the choice between two modes of 

travel fre~u€ntly involv~s a trade-off of time against 

rnon~y, i.e. one mode is ch~aper but takes longer t~an the 
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oth"-~r. li2re the most important work is that of Moses and 

Williamson, who 

people's choice 

devElop:i an economic model to i·rc:dict 

of mode based on indifference curves and 

rat~s of substitution betw3en ~orking time, traveliLg time 

and leisure time. usin~ the marginal wage rate to re~resent 

time spent in traveling to work, they predict the fares that 

would b0 needed on ~ublic transport to attract different 

p~oporticns of commuters to use it. Pratt2z suggested that 

the probability of choosing a mode is ralated to the 

resulting savings in the diautility of travel time a~d cost 

of a mode. 

With few exceptions, the value of travel time have been 

a secondary output of stocnastic disaggregate models. The 

~ime-cost trade-off conc~pt for commuters was develope1 by 

Beesley, in a unimodal cont2xt, to drive an impli~d valu~ of 

trav~l time by cornparinJ tr~vel~rs who choose a tim8 savings 

at extra cost with travelers who choose a cost savings at 

extra travel time. Stoph2rz9 suggested a methodol0gy to 

estimate the value of travel time. For each of a r~nge of 

values of time v, a linear regresson of probability ot 

ch~osing the car, 

(C1-C2) +V* (T1-T2), was 

on the 

conaucted. 

individual 

The value V 

largest correlation coefficient was chosen. 

val ut:·s of 

giving tl:.e 

ThE main 

criticism of his study are the implicit assumution of 
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homogeneous disutility of trdvEl tim~, which in effect 

biased upward the value of ic-vghicle travel time, and the 

initial use of a linear estimation procedur~ for an s-shaped 

behavioral relationship. Stopher subsequently reanalyzed 

his a~ta by using the legit transformation29 and 

theoretically developed the value of travel tim2 from 

disaggregated travel demand modelz7. 

However, sev~ral studi2s have suggested what th; value 

of travel time is related to the indiviJual's incom~ 

levc1za. Recent work ~lso has suggested both empirically 

and theoretically that a number of valu~s of trdvel tim~ may 

exist. Specifically, it appears that value of trav~l time 

is likely to vary with traveler incom~, trip purpose, and 

amount of time savea2a. currently, several different 

st utliE s have :::rngg<? sted that the ti me spent on the journey to 

work is valued at about one-quarter to one-half of the wage 

rate. On the oth~r hand, vacation travel appears to be 

valued at between one-half and one and half times the wage 

rate 



CHAPTER III 

3.0 ~OUTE STRUCTURE DESIGN 

The purpose of t~e route structure design in this study 

is to minimize the total traveling distance of the bus 

syst~m. The problem of finding the route structur~ which 

minimizas the travel distance can be solved by the traveling 

salssman algorithm as stated in Chapter II. There can be 

two algorithmic types of d?signs for this particular route 

configuration. One is in a linear form, i.e. an op~n edg~ 

sequence form. It tak~s the farthest pair of stops as the 

initial and terminal stops; then link all tius stops tetw2Pn 

them as intermediatE stops through a minimized travel 

distance. The other rout3 configuration design is in a loop 

form. The initial and the terminal stops coincide at only 

one point which is thG ter~inal station of the bus n~twork. 

The linear form of n~twork can be designed by llamiltonian 

pat~ algorithm. The loop form of network can be designed by 

using th8 traveling salesman algorithm. 

Th0 contents of this chapter are o~aganized as follows. 

Section 3.1 discusses the necessary assumptions prior to the 

mod2l development. Section 3.2 discusses how aLd why 

32 
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finally a heuristic approach is selected to solve this 

problem. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 list the input data and the 

output data of the network development model. Section 3.5 

describes the conceptual work of the model. 

J.1 Assumptions 

In attempting to dev8lop models with ambitious goals 

but limited resources, one must make some simplifying 

assumptions to achieve anything. The degree of realism with 

which various aspects of the systems in question are modeled 

is a critical issue in the design of models. 

critical problems and tradeoffs revolve around the 

assumptions made. The purpose of this section is to list 

the key assumptio3s of these models. Th~ discussion will be 

limited h~re to major assumptions of general significace to 

the basic m~thodological approach. 

1. First of all, it is assumed that th8re always exists 

a link connecting any two bus SLOps. That means it is 

always accessible from one stop to anothe~. This assumption 

2nables the computer prograw to construct an n by n distanc8 

matrix for the travel distance calculation, where th2 total 

number af bus sto~s in the bus Letwork is n. 

2. IL is also assumed that the real trav~l distance 
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between two bus stops can be obtained by multiplying the 

direct distance with somE adjustment factor. This 

assumption has been proven to be acceptable by ~ilson3s, who 

stated that the real dis~ance between two nodes is 1.3 to 

1.4 times the direct distance. 

3. All links within the bus network are assumed two way 

path. This assumption enables the bus system utilizes two 

way loop structure in its operation. However, in real world 

situation, this assumption can be consider~d reasonable 

because, in u~ban ar~a, one way streets of opposite 

directions are usually very close to each other. 

3.2 Algorithms 

The traveling salesman problem has been studied for 

many years with limited success. Approaches to solviLg this 

problem generally can be categorized into two typ~s, exact 

and heuristic. Exact approach gives exact optimal solution 

and has some theoretical support to its algorithm. 

Heuristic approach 

Its algorithm 

theoretically, and 

solution. The 

is 

does not guarantee an optimal solution. 

develop0d reasonably rather than 

does not secure the optimality for its 

judgement 

algoLithm is to compaLe the 

on an acceptable heuristic 

results from both heuristic and 
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exact ones. If no significant difference between these 

results exists, the heuristic can be consid~red acce1.table. 

The heuristic approachAs are used only if problEms that 

oxact approaches can not handle or too expensive to handle. 

The following paragraphs will discuss what is thE most 

adequate approach to solve the traveling sal~sman and why 

should it be this way. 

It can be easily deducted from the previous paragraph 

that exact solution should be considered first because it 

~ives the exact optimal solution. Therefore, the ~xact 

approaches to solving t~~veling salesman probl~m will be 

discussed prior to the heuristic approaches. Generally 

speaking, traveling salesman ~roblem can he solved by exact 

approaches of integer programming, 

branch an1 bound. 

dynamic progrdmmiLg, and 

First, to investigate the fP.asibility of integer 

vrogramming, the dimensionality of its formulation becomes 

drastically unreasonable, even for relatively small 

problems. For example, refer to the problem formulated in 

equation 2.1, a 100-stop 6-vehicle problem r~quires 

6*100*100=60,000 z~ro-one variables (Yijk), 6*100*100=60,000 

continuous non-negative variables (Xijk), and 

100+6+6*100+60,000=60,706 constraints excluding th~ non-

negativity requirarn~nts. Therefore, realistic froblems can 
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not be solved by interyer programming. 

Second, dynamic programming 

traveling salesman problP.m through 

piocess. Simplified guid~lines are 

Lieber~ans and the solution was 

techniques solv~s the 

recursive and backward 

discussed by Hiller and 

proposed by Lawl2r and 

woodl7. The non-applicability of dynamic proqrammir~g also 

can readily he shown by reviewing previous work in this 

area. Gonzalez7 and Held and Karp9 have develop€d and 

tested algorithms of this problem. Gonzalez solved problems 

of up to 10 stops, the largest raking about 8 minutes on an 

IB"'I 1620. 

requiring 

Held and Karp solves u~ to 

up to 13 seconds on an IBM 

13 stop 

7090. 

problems 

Hcwev>?r, 

computation time grows even faster than exponentially with 

~he number of cities, and Little et.al19 noted that under 

this growth rate, a 20 stop program would take about 10 

hours on the 7090. Storage requirements would b~ exceeded 

before this stage is reacheJ. Thus, realistic problsms can 

not bE solved by dynamic programming either. 

Third, branch and bound, also known as combinatorial 

programming or reliable heuristic programming, was first 

proposed by Little et.al19 and has been successfully applied 

to a production sequencing problem with job deadline 

ccnstraints by Pierce and Hatfie1a21. 

branch and bound: 

Pierc9 .3.efined 
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"The branch notion starns from the fact that in terms 
of a tree of alternative potential solutions to the 
problem the procedure is continually concerne~ with 
choosing a next branch of the tree to elaborat~ and 
evaluate. The bound term denot~s their emphasis on, 
ani effective use of, means of bounding ths valuE of 
the obj~ctive function at each node in the tr~e, 
both for eliminating do~inated paths and fo~ 
selecting a next branch for elaboration and 
evaluation." 

Pierce's method is the best in terms of computation 

time and storage spacG. However, this method is limit2d to 

small problems. Examples of problems that can be solved 

this way are refuse collection in rural areas utilizing 

large roadside containers, bus routing in indus~rial or 

university complexes, and refus8 routing in subdivisions. 

Once the augumented distance matrix ~xceeds 30-49 stops, 

this class becorues unreasonable. 

As a result, none of the previously discussed ex~ct 

appr~aches can be applied to the realistic transportation 

pLoblem either becaus6 of their trem~ndous computer storage 

requirement or their excGssive computational time when a 

large number of bus stops involve. In fact, it las been 

£ou1:d that the computational time usually increases 

exponentially with the number of bus stops for anyonE of the 

aforementioned algorithms. For this reason, most large 

scale problems have b~~n solved heuristically 

The chronological record of heuristic ap~roaches to 
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~raveliny salesman problem has been discussed by Ghar~s. In 

this thesis only the most up-to-date, and most 

effici~nt, algorithm is discussed. 

In 1965 Lin proposed a "tour r-optimum" th<'.!orem: "based 

on the ?rinciple if no improvement can be found by r~moving 

any r-links and replacing thtm with any other r-links, the 

ro ut-9 struct ur~ is op ti mum". The algorithm is named 

according to the choice of r-value, say "tour 2-optimum" if 

r=2, or "tour 3-optimum" if r=J. In 1973 Lin and Kerighamts 

proposeJ d modified phase ~f thg r-optimum algorithm which 

has been proven to be the most successful to dat~. This 

method can be used only for symmetrical problems and 

computational time is approximately a ratio of the square of 

the number of nodes in the problem. The algorithm starts 

with a pseudo-random solution and continues ta improve the 

solution until no further improvement can be found. Its 

difference from the original algorithm is that the number r 

is flexible in its searching process. The algorithm not 

only is efficient in ccmput~r running time and ec~nomical in 

storag~ requirement, but also posesses very high probability 

of obtaining optimum solution. Comparison of results has 

been made between those from Lin's algorithm ~~a from 

~bovementioned integ0r programming. When the numter of 

nodGs involved in the traveling sal2sman problem is less 
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than 42 the probability of obtaining optimality is very 

close to one. While Lhe numb8r of nodes is larger than 42, 

which integer programilling can not handle, different r values 

hav8 been tried and the answers appear almost ide~tical. 

Presumably optimum solution is withi~ th2 solution sst. Due 

to the particular advantages ths r-optimum algorithm 

pos~sses, the computer models of this stu<ly utilizss this 

algorithm as a part of its optimal network design. 

In summary, r8alistic network desigL problems can not 

be solved Ly exact approaches because of their tre~endous 

storage requi=ements or large computational time. Various 

heuristic solutions are applicable to the traveling salesman 

problem. Lin's r-optimum algorithm is the most efficient 

among them. 

3.3 Models Input 

The following data should be specified and defined 

b~fore the operation of optimum ne~work search, th~ sweep 

Algorithm, is proceaea. 

N 

CP 

XD 

number of bus stops in thE service area. 

capaci~y of each bus-vehicle. 

tho distance constrai~t each vehicle can travel 
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XLD the add~d distanc~ per stop 

X(I) ,Y(I) rectangular coordinates for each bus stop. 

Q(I) the deterministic demand at bus stop I between 

successive arrivals of buses. 

ACJ(I) the area distance adjustment factor according to a 

zonal specification. 

All of the above variables are self explanatory except 

for the area distance adjustment factor ADJ(I). Thus, a 

description of why and how ADJ(I) is sepecified is presented 

below. 

Consider the comput2r program attempting to develop a 

bus network system with minimum total travel distance • 

Undoubtedly . .. 1 .... is essential to have a distancE: ma tr ix 

indicating the travel distance between all pairs of nodes. 

There are five techniques to construct the distance matrix 

through the input data X(I) 's and Y(I) •s. These ted.niques 

include straight line technique, zoned strai9ht line 

t~chnique, zoned strai3ht line with linear relation, 

rotating zones, and warped network. iilsor.3• analyzed all 

five techniques and sugg~sted the zoned straight line 

technique most favorable because of its ecor:omical 

ccmputation time and satisfactory prediction accuracy. 

The zoned straight line technique is in fact a modified 
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straight line techni~ue. For the case of 3traight line 

technijue, the trav~l distance between node i and nod~ j is 

d ( i , j ) = K * SQ RT ( ( Xi - X j ) 2 + ( Y i - y j ) 2 ] ( 3. 1) 

where K is a constant of transformation. For the case of 

zoned straight line technigue the travel distance model is 

d (i,j) = K (l,m) *SQRT [ (Xi-Xj)Z + (Yi-Yj)Z ] ( 3. 2) 

wh~re node i is in zone 1 and node j is in zone m. Clearly, 

these are two similar techniques able to provide better 

accuracy. The accu !:·'iCY, in some sE-nse, is roughly 

propotional to thG number of zones. In the computer program 

of this study, 

K (l,m) = SQR'r ( K(l)*K(m) ] and 

K(l) = ADJ(I), K(m) = ADJ(J) 

3.4 Models Output 

( 3. 3) 

(3. 4) 

The models output on the supfly side gives the optimal 

net~ork design for the bus route system which include all 

bus routes as well as their respective bus stops and total 

travel distance. In addition, under specific conditions of 

operational policies, the output also contains th~ cost 

estimation of the system. Cost estimates includ0 annual 

vehicle miles, annual vehicle hours, peak hour v~hicles, 

revenue passengers, and total operating cost. 
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3.5 Sw~~p Algorithm 

Tha algorithm used to ~evelop the bus route structure, 

~eferred to as the sweep algorithm, was orininally proposed 

by Gill~tt and Miller 6 as a solution to the g2neral vehicle 

dispatch problem. This algorithm was modified by the author 

of this study and applied to the bus route n2twork ~esign. 

The modified sweep algorithm for developing optimum, or 

near-optimum, nGtwork design is discussed in the following 

paragri'i~hs. 

After the input data, as discussed in Section 3.3, is 

2nt~rcd in the computer, program transforms all rectangular 

coordinates into polar coordinates with transfer station at 

nod0 number one. The polar coordinates of the transf~r 

station are (0,0). Then all bus stops are sorted into an 

ascending order accordinJ to the magnitude of their polar 

angl~s. If two bus stops are with the same po:ar angle the 

node liith smaller radiu~ will :Ce picked up first. 

Preliminary direct distance matrix is constructed through 

the f cllowinJ formulae. 

A(I,J) =SQRT [ (X(I)-X(J))**2 + {Y(I)-Y(J))**2] 

A(J,I) = A(I,J) 

( 3. 5) 

(3. 6) 

~inal ~istance matrix is d~termined by some modification of 

zondl distance adjustment factors to the preliminary direct 
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distance matrix. 

A(I,JJ = A(I,J) *SQRT [ hDJ(I) * ADJ(J) ] ( 3. 7) 

'Ihe search for th::- optimal (near optimal) rout.:? 

st~ucture of the bus net~ork is conducted by the heuristic 

sw~~p al1orithm and accompanied with a Lin's 3-optimum 

sclution for traveling salesman problem. 'l'he swef"p 

algorithm is divided into four versions, forward, backward, 

alt8rnate forward, alternate backward sweeps. In the 

forward sweep the nodes are parti~ioned into routgs b~ginnig 

with the stop that has the smallest angle namely node two. 

Recall that the stops were renumbered according to the size 

of their polar-coordinate ~ngles and the transfer terminal 

is node one. The first route is thEn formed containing bus 

stops 2,3,4, •••• ,J, where J is the last node ~hat can be 

added without exceeding the vehicle capacity. At this point 

the subroutine tavelicg sal~sman algorithm is called upon to 

join these points and check the forward distanc~ with 

distance constraints. Th~ remaining routes ar2 formed 

foll~wing the same mar.ner. The Lemporary totdl di~tanc~ is 

the sum of the distance for each rou~e. 

After the preliminary route structure has been formei 

from the forward ~w~Pp, an a~tempt to reduc9 tht total 

travel distance then begins. The procedure is to consider 

r~placing one stop in route K with one or more stops in 
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route K+1 for K=1,2, ••• ,m-1, where mis th~ nuMber of routes 

formed. The replaced stop is left ur.assigntd and to he 

added to the later formed route. The replacement is made 

cnly if the total distance is decreased. The stop to be 

deleted from route K is obtained by minimizing d function of 

a radius R{I) and th~ angle S(I) of each stop in route K. 

This provides a nodF that is close to th~ trd~sfering 

terminal and also close to the next route. A function that 

works v~ry well is R(I)+S(I)*AVR where AVR is the avc~aq~ of 

th~ radius of all stops. The first stop, say node p, to be 

included in route K is the stop in route K+1 tha~ is LearAst 

to the last node tha~ was added to route K. Th~ secoLd node 

consid2red for inclusion in route K is the node ic route 

K+1, that is nearest to node p. If one or more nodes are 

added to route K in this scheme, then the next node in route 

K+1 is also ch~cked to see if it can be included in route K. 

This process is continued until J is the last node in route 

K+1 that can be added to route K. Node J+2 is then checked 

to see if it can be i~cluded in route K. Choosing nodes in 

this manner may not giv~ the exact optimum solution; 

how0v&r, it is a very fast scheme for selecting ths nodes 

and it produces good result3. 

Th2 process of deleting one node and addin~ one or mor0 

nodos in route K is continued until nc improvement is found 
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( K = 1,2,3, •••• ,m ) • The X and Y axes are then rot~ted 

couterclockwise so the first node becomes the last and so 

forth. After th~ rotation of the network, the above 

~rocedure of partitioning routes and interchanging nodes 

between routes is then repeated. Again a minimum total 

distance is calculated. The process of rotating X and Y 

axes is continued until all possibilities hav~ been 

exhausted. 

calculat~d. 

Each time a. minimum total di sta nee is 

The smallest of these minimum providss the 

heuristic optimal solution. 

A second algorithm Cdlled the backward-sweep algorithm 

is exectly the same procedure as the forward-sw8ep algorithm 

~xcept it forms the routes in revers~ order. At start, 

route 1 c~ntains nodes N, ~-1, N-2, ••• ,L; route 2 contains 

L, L-1, L-2, ••• ,:1, and .so forth. The third algorithm called 

the alt~rnate versin cf forward sweep algorithm is almost 

identical to the forward sweep algorithm. The forwari sweep 

algorithm t0rminates th9 Jrowth of a route when the next 

stop to be added would cause the load constraint to te 

axce~ded and when the interchange of stop alreidy in the 

~out~ with a nearby unassiyned stop results in no ov8rall 

improvemet in the total distance traveled. The alternate 

v~rsion of forward sweep algorithm, on the contrary always 

attempts to add the next node, regardless of the capacity 
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constraint, to the route hefore the improveru~nt of 

~nt2rchanging nodes is checked. The relationship Letween 

backward sweep and the alt~rnate version of backward sweep 

algorithm is the same ~s that of forward sweeps. 

The alternate versions some times provide better travel 

distance than originals. Of course, the optimal route 

structure is the one with the smallest total travel distance 

among these four candidates. The step-by-step description 

of the sweep algorithm is provided in Appendix A. 

3.6 Operational Cost Estimation 

The task of explaining total opeational costs as a 

£unction of output and characteristics of the system has 

proven in many cases v~ry difficult. Systems involving 

large capital expenditures are difficult to model not only 

because a large part of their costs are fixed, hut also 

because ther~ is a largP variaticn in construction costs 

from system to system. Cost models for bus system hav8 

rec~ive1 more attention because they avoid many of the 

above-m~ntioned problems. Fixed costs for bus $ystems 

constit~te a relatively small pcrtion of th? total cost; 

the~~fore, by measuring operating costs alone, it is 

possibl2 to develop a good cost estimate of bus syste~s. 
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Th~re have be8n s~v~ral differEnt approaches to cost 

models for bus system, but basically they are all single-

eguation expressions of cost as a function of output of th2 

syst8m. These models can be primarily cateyorizei into 

three types, four variabl8s unit cost model, four variables 

regression model, and slowness function model. The review 

and comparisons for each of these models can be found 

Hurley11 suggested " the unit-cost wetho~ of 

determining paramaters appears to bs an accurate method when 

used to predict future costs for the same system " and " the 

four-variable models is equal to, and usually v . spPr1or to, 

the slowness function". Ther2fore, the computer program 

utiliz~.:; th-:: unit cost model, under so ms reason3.t le 

assumptions, to generate operational cost estimate. 

Th2 four-variable unit model has the general form. 

OC = a*VM + h*VH + c*PV + d*R, (3. 8) 

where oc = annual op2r-3.tional costs 

VM = annual vehicle miles 

VH = annual vehicle hours 

PV = number of p~ak hour vrchicles 

RP = annual rev~nue passengers 

a,b,c,d= unit costs for their correspon1ing variables 

According to the data taken in 1970, the national averages 

for these unit-cost coefficients are as follows: 
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For public operations; 

OC = .277VM + 5.700VH + 6S27.480PV + .038RP ( 3. 9) 

For priva~e operations; 

UC= .187VM + 4.659VH + 3639.050PV + .046RP ( 3. 1 0) 

These c0sts may be increas3d by 1.07**y, where 1.07 is the 

inflation factor and y is the ~umber of years from 1970 to 

the year of estimat~. 

If no particular specifications are established the 

magnitude of these four variables will be calculated by the 

following relationships. 

VM = (total bus ro11te distance, milE:) * (servic.:> frt:quency, 

veh/hr)*(operating hours per day, hr/day)*(operatinq 

<lays per year, day/y~) 

V H = ( v ~ hi c 1 e mi 1 e ) / ( b us '1 v ·Jr age s peed , m p h) 

PV = number of vehicles in peak hour operation 

RP = (total number of passengers on all routes for each 

trip, cap) *(service frequency, veh/hr) *[ peak hour 

operation per day + (operating hours per day - peak 

hour per day)/2 ]*(operating days per year) 



CHAPTER IV 

4.0 ATTRACTIVENESS PREDICTION AND SYSTEMS EQUILIBRIU~ 

As discuss~d in the previous chapter, tut Jevelopment 

of ths bus route structure and the estima~ion of opErating 

costs have been obtained by the sweep algorithm an1 four-

variable model respectively. In this chapter the discussion 

will focus on modeling the systems attractiveness, and on 

the feeJback procass used in achieving the equilibriuffi state 

of the transportation ITTarkat. 

The sarue arrang8rnent will be 

chapter in te~ms of assumptions, 

used as in the previous 

models inputs, model 

outputs and program development including the b~havioral 

mod~l. ThA program in this chapter is in fact a simulatior 

model which uses as ~n input with the network develope~ 

from the previou3 chapter, and generates disaggregate and 

aggregatR measures of attractiveness of the bus system. The 

operation of the simulator always corresponds to th2 

operation of the 

the a]gregated 

swe€p algorithm. It terminates 

attractiveness does not change 

iteration to another. 
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only when 

from one 
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4.1 Assumptions 

The primary assumption to this simulator is that there 

are only two significant travel modes in the local 

transrortation market. Except for au~o and bus other modes 

such as car pool, taxi, and bicycle etc will not aff~ct th~ 

equilibriuc at any state. Therefore, the binary choice 

model was used to g8nerate disaggregate probabilities of 

travel. 

The s~cond assumption is that, within each incom~ 

group, the individual incom~s are uniformly distLibuted 

betw~en the two extremes of the group. This assumption 

simplifies the culmulative income distribution curve into a 

combination of straight lines and gives an average income 

for each group. 

The walking time from Joor-st~p to the nearest bus stop 

is assume1 uniformly distributed between zero and the the 

maximu!ll wallcing time. In this study the maxir1•1m "'·alking 

time is assumed a value of eigh~ minutes. The transf~r time 

at the terminal is assumed uniformly distributed between 

five and ten minutes. The average speed for bus 

are assumed 15 miles per hour and 25 miles 

ar,d auto 

per ho nr 

respectively. Stop tim? 

average of half minute. 

at each bus stop is assumed at an 

The walking time from parking lot 
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to th~ office is assume1 at an average of three minutes. 

The parking space is assumed always available for the 

automobile drivers. The inflation factor is assumed 7% for 

each year. However, variable v1lues assumed in this 

paragraph were us2d in this models of the present study and 

can be changed if the place re~uires special modifications. 

4.2 :1cd·.?ls Input 

Th~ primary information required for the simulator is 

of course the network structure developed on the supply 

side. The optimal configuration is th9 ong with ainimum 

total travel distance. The optimal route structure is then 

sorted in the order such that each route starts and 

termir.ates at th~ terminal, node number one. Other 

parameters essential to the operaticn of the behavioral 

model are listed in th~ following. 

AS PF' ED average spsed (mph) for auto 

BS PEED average spe2d (mph) for bus 

TS TOP averag..:o stop time (minutto:) at each bus stop 

TWALK : average walking ti ms (minute) from officE: to 

parking lot 

TPARK average parking ti mt:: (minute) 
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BMXWK : maximum wa.lk.in•J tim:-~ (minutE) from door-step 

to tho nearAs~ bus station 

HDWY ! exp;:;:cted headway (minute) between successive 

arrivals of buses at the bus stop 

FARE expected tri? charge for ~ach bus trip 

V(I)&P(I) : the table function indicating a culmulative 

distribution of porcentage of income levels 

FPARK : parking fare for automobile 

!::iUBSID : available subsidy from th~ community 

P.ROB1 the initial attractiveness of the bus system 

, obtaine~ eith2r from <lemand survey or from 

an analogy (refer to Section 1.4) 

All the above variables are fairly selfexplanatory 

txcept for the income lev~l variables. The inccme level 

variables can easily be und-::r:-stood by an e.iCample. Assume a 

community of which 10~ of its populaton have annual income 

less than 5000, 10~ between 5000 iind 10000, 183 bet ween 

10000 and 15000, 30% bet w e'3n 15000 and 20000, 22% between 

20000 and 25000, 9·1l ,. betw2en 25000 and 40000, and 1~ abov•:: 

40000. Then V(I) •s are the av€rage values of these income 

groups, in this case, 2500, 7500, 12500, 17500, 22500, 

30000, and 50000 respectively. The P (I) 's are the 

culmulative density for each income group, which art , in 
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this case, 103, 20%, 383, 683, 903, 993, an~ 1001. The 

income level variabl~s are used because different income 

groups have different values for travel time. 

4.3 Models Output 

The output of the models reflects the impact of the bus 

system oc the demand. It includes statistics of mean travel 

time ratioes and mean probabilities of taking a bus for a 

trip, both of which are stratified by trip length. The mean 

~robabilities of taking a bus are also given by different 

income levels. Both ~robabilities can be considered as the 

bus system's attractiv~ness to the society. The overall 

m~an of all individual probabilities is alsc provid~d. This 

mean can be considered a~ the percentage of total community 

trips shared by the bus system. Associated with this mean 

probability, the variance and its 95% confidence iLterval 

are also provided. The confidence intervai is used to 

determine if the system is in the equilibrium state. In 

aach iteration if thE mea11 probability falls withic the 

range of the 953 confidence interval of the previous onP, 

~h~ system is consider in the e~uilibrium state. 
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4.4 Simulation Model 

Following th~ optimal routP. structure d€termined by the 

sweep algorithm the demand simulator first calculates the 

probability for each routa and the probability for ~ach 

node. The individual route probability is th~ total dP-mand 

on the rou~e divided by t.h~ total bus dem~nd of tht ~hole 

service area. The nodal probability is the number of de~and 

at the particular bus stop divided by the total number of 

demand along the route. Uniformly distributed random 

numbers between zero and one are gecerated anJ fed iLto the 

foregoing culmulative probabilities of the routes and bus 

stops respectively. Comparisons with the calculate1 route 

and nodal probabilities determine the location of the trip 

origin. The same process is repeated in determining the 

location of trip destination. The travel distance for this 

particular trip is calculated separately for different 

travel modes, private auto and public bus. Th8 travel 

distdnc~ by an automobil~ is merely the direct travel 

distance stored in tht adjusted zonal straight line distance 

matrix. The travel distance by using a bus is the sum of 

the distance from origin to transfer station plus the 

distance from transfer station to the destination. Of 

course, if origin and destination are on the s~me rout~ ~he 
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bus travel distance is the absolute value of the difference 

betwe£n distance from ori~in to transfer and distance from 

transfer to destination. Because the design of th~ route 

configuration is a form of two way loop structure the bus 

travel distance is always the smalles~ distdnce available 

that a passeng~r can reach his destination. 

When travel distance for bus and auto are determined 

the demand simulator proceeds to calculate travel times for 

both modes. Th~ travel tim8 spent by auto is 

TAUTO = (ADIS·r/ASPEED) + TWALK + TPARK ( 4. 1) 

Where TAUTO and ADIST are travel time and travel 

distance respectively by auto, the other variabl~s are 

previously defined in Section 4.2. The travel time spent hy 

u.sin3 the bus is 

TBUS = (BDIST/BSPEED) + UWK + BWT + 'fTSTOP + TRANSF ( 4. 2) 

where THUS and BDIST are travel time and travel distance 

respectively by bus. BSPEED is the average speEd for bus. 

BWK is the random w~lking time from origin to the bus stop 

which is determined by 

BWK = R1 * BMXWK ( 4. J) 

wh3re R1 is uniformly distributed random number and BKXWK is 

the maximum walking ~ime from ~he door-step to thE nearest 

bus stop. ilWT is the avera~e individual waiting time at the 

bus stop. The waiting time has h€en discussed by Kulasht• 
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a.nd Hurileto. When the bus routes are overlapping and/or 

with v2ry long route length, the waiting time is a 

combination of expon6ntial and Gamma distribution. In our 

cas0, there are no overlapping routes ani the travel 

distance is not very long. aakkert has suggested the 

waiting tiroe follows a uniform distribution. If the bus 

headway is less than ten minutes, the mean BWT is evidently 

one half of the bus headway because the pass2ngars arrive 

at the bus stop randomly, paying no attention co ~he time 

sched ul 2. If the bus headway is greater than ten minutes, 

say fifteen minutes, the passengers will recognize the time 

schedule and arrive at the bus stop on the average of six 

minutes at 851 confidsnce interval prior to the bus arrival 

TTSTOP is the total time spent in boardiLg and 

departing passeng~rs at each stop along this particular bus 

rout~. TSTOP is the average stop tim~ at each bus stop. 

TTSTOP = TSTOP * (N+L) ( 4. 4) 

where N and L are number of bus stops bet ween 

origin/destination and transfer station. TRANSF is the 

transfer time at the t2rminal station, i.e. noJe numbE r one. 

The amount of transfer- time is assume'i a uniform 

distribution between five and ten minutPs. Up to this 

stage, both total travel time by auto and by bus a r0 

obtainGd. Using these two values the travel time ratio for 
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this particular trip can be calculated by taking TBUS 

divided by TAUTO. The travel time ratio is usually given a 

terminolo1y "L~vsl of s~rvice" in numerous publications, 

which has been consid2red as an indicator of th'? 

ccrupetiveness b~tween different modes of transport. In this 

program, the travel time Latio, 

into class~s of trip lingths. 

lev~l of service, is sorted 

The trip l~ngths ar2 split 

into six classes, 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, and 5- miles. 

In addition to the determination of travel ti~B ratio, 

values of TBUS and TAUTO are fed icto the binary behavioral 

mod~l to gen~rate th€ bus system's attractiveness to the 

trip maker. The process is described in the following. 

Consider the gen~ral form of binary behavioral model in 

Chapter II. Equation 2.3 is 

Pib = exp (-Bi) / (exp (-Ai) +exp (-Bi) ] ( 4. 5) 

wh8re Ai and Bi are disutility functions of both modes auto 

and bus for individual trip maker i. If we divid2d both 

denominator and numerator by exp (-Bi) , equation 4.5 can be 

simplified into eyuations 4.6 or 4.7. 

Pib = 1 • I [ 1.+ -2Xp (Bi-Ai) ] ( 4. 6) 

Pib = 1 • I [ 1. + exp (Zi) ] ( 4. 7) 

where Zi is called the difference disutility func'tion 

between bus and auto. Substitute 2~uation 2.5 into Ai and 

Bi the value of Zi can be determined, and subsequently the 
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probability Pib is also determined. 

Jiffer~nce disutility function is 

Zi = Bi - Ai 

= ((Cost by Bus} + v (I) *Ti3US} 

It is cl8ar tiat the 

( 4. 8) 

+ ((Cost by Auto) + V (I) *TAUTO} (4. 9) 

wher13 V (I) is the trirJ maker's valuE- of time. Furt.h.:-rmore, 

equation 4.9 is same as 

Zi = {(Cost by Bus -Cost hy Auto)} 

+ V{I)*{TBUS-l'AUTO} (4.10) 

Consider the equation above, cost by bus is nothing but the 

trip fare chargeJ by the bus company, cost by auto is the 

perceived auto cost of auto users. If the value cf auto 

cost adopts Winfrey's estimate3s, .1687 dollars par mile 

bas8d on 1970 dollars, equdtion 4.10 becomes 

Zi =FARE - PPAdK - .1687*(1.07**(n-1970)*ADIS1'] 

+ V(I)*{T3US-TAUTO) (4. 11) 

In ~his equation, TBUS and TAUTO are known; FARE and FPARK 

are policy variables; n is the year the program bei~g run; 

the only unknown is the trip maker's time value V(I). 

Similar to the gen~raticn of trip origin u r.-: trip 

di::stination, V(l} 's are obtained by using Mont.e Carlo 

technique to generate an incom0 group corresponding to the 

individual trip maker. Currently, several differ~nt ~t.udies 

have suggested that the time sp~nt on the joucney to •ork is 
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valued at about one-guart~r to one-half of the wage rate2e. 

Accordingly, in this study, thE time value is obtained by 

multiplying the waqc rat~ of the g~r.erated income ~roup a 

factor one third. Consequantly, the individual frobability, 

i.e. the bus system's at~ractiveness to the trip maker i, 

can b~ obtained from 2guation 4.11. 

The above process is repeated for one thousand 

in1ividual trips as th~ chosen sample size is one thousand. 

Then statistics of all tl103e attractivenesses are collected 

according to classes of incom~ level as well as total travel 

distance. The mean of these attractiveness is also 

calculateJ which is th9 expPcted percentage of thG 

community's total tcavel dAmand serviced by the bus system. 

The ninty-five confiaenc3 interval is also calculated for 

this mean. The mean of total 

vairiable name PROB2 which 

probablities 

irnrlies the 

i~ assigned a 

•current' bus 

system's attractiveness, 

'previous' attraciveness 

in contrast to the PROB1, the 

of the bus system. Recall that 

PROB1 is among the input data as presented in in Chdpter III 

and was determined by either demand survey or analogy 

method. 

Reaching this stage, network configuration, BXpectEd 

operatin9 cost, nus syst2m's attractiveness hav~ been 

obtained. The next step is to check if the sy3tem is in the 
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2~uilibrium state. 

The valu~s 0f PiiOB1 and PROB2 are compare3. If they 

are different the marke~ of course is in the u~stable 

ccnditon and the Jewand is subject to changs. The 

deterministic demand dt ~3ch bus, one of the initial input 

data, is modified by th9 following relationship. 

Q (I) = Q (I) * PdOB2 / PROB 1 { 4. 12) 

The 'previous' attractiveness is then dropped and 

substituted by the •current' one. 

PEOB 1 = PROB2 ( 4. 1 3) 

New demands Q (I) 's at .~ach bus stop are ferlback to the 

sweep algorithm. The whole process is perf crmed over. 

Again, current attractiveness PROB2 is generateJ. Comparison 

between PROB1 and PROB2 is made. If they are differ~nt the 

whole process will he rgfeated. The termination of the 

iterative process occurs only if PHOB2 falls within 95% 

confidence interval of PROB1. 

As a. result, 111h.:n the 

termination stage, it is ~ssumeJ 

is reached, that is the supply 

in stabl8 condition. 

whole process reach~s its 

thaL the equilibrium state 

side and the d2mand side are 



CHAPTER V 

5.0 MOOEL VALIDATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The basic purposP of th~s~ models is to help in the 

desi9n of 

judged not 

bus transit systems. Their validity 

only by their suitability for a 

situation, but al~o f ~om the considerations that 

have to be 

particular 

th~ model 

can provide a better system design. In order to ~~st the 

similarity between tl10 real world system and the model 

system, it is necessary as a first step to simulate tr.o 

actual conditions of th2 2xisting policies and to examin2 if 

the rnod2l can give a reasonable correct prediction of the 

existing system. Having passed the validity the modsls then 

can b0 subjected to a sensitivity analysis by changing the 

values of policy variabl~s. The sensitivity analysis will 

provide the users an insight of what and how th? variables 

are significantly affecting the system. 

In this chap~er th2 contents are organized in the 

following manner. The validity of the models is discussEd 

in S~ction 5.1, in which the models were tested by utilizinq 

a r2al world example. In Section 5.2 th~ sensitivity 

analysis is provided. 

variables to the 

Th2 ~ffects of 

operational cost 
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s~veral policy 

and system's 
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attractiveness are also discussen. 

5.1 Mo1el Validation 

Th~ present research has takeL the cas2 of ths ruid-

western s~ction of Arlington county, Virginia for testing 

the validity of the gener~l bus transit model developed in 

the for~going chapters. The area characteristics of this 

place is described in the following paragraph. 

The study area, mid-western section of Arlicgton 

County, Virginia, surrounds the proposed east "metro" 

~tation on the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor and acts as a 

catchment area for a bus system feeding the metro station. 

The boundaries of the designated area are displayed in 

app~ndix c. For a conservative measurement the bou~daries 

of the area extend for two mil8s in the north, west, and 

south direction from the matro station. The total square 

mileage of the area is approximately 6.67 (=186 thousand 

sguarE feet). Th2 area to the east of the metro station is 

assusmed to be service~ by the previous s~ation on the metro 

cor~idor. The information obtained from the U.S. c?nsus 

tracts of Arlin~ton shows th~ study area to b~ fairly 

homagen2ous. The residential patterns tend to be 

predominantly single-family with higher density clust~ring 
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along th2 main arterials. Commercial establishm~nts and 

offic~s are also clustering along the major route cf 

transportation. The median income of the area is $13653, 

sliJhtly higher than the Washington SMSA figure of $12933. 

Tho income ~roup distribution is shown in Table 5. 1. 42% Of 

the population within the study area work in Arlington 

County while 38~ commute into the District of Columbia. The 

ramainder of the residents work in the surrounding counties 

such as Fairfax, Virginia and Montgomery, Maryland. The 

dcminant means of transit throughout the area is on~ private 

automobile occupied by only one person. 

convention~! bus network in ~he ~rea is 

The Existing 

operate} with 

approximately 203 of the r3sidents using the service. 

A new bus network sydtem has been planned for this 

area. Th8 planned system is a feeder bus system wh~re all 

bus routes coincide at the metro station. In oth~r words, 

the metro station is designated as the transfer terminal of 

the proposed bus netwo~k. Including the termianl th~re are 

110 bus stops fairly uniformly distributea in the service 

area. The plan for the new bus network has been carried out 

by Walk~r33 according to the concept of sweep algorithm. 

The average level of service obtained in that s~udy was 2.3~ 

and the expected operational cost was approximately threE 

million per year. There was no indication in that study to 
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TABLR 5.1 IncomJ culmulative Distribution 

+==========+====+=====+=====+=====+=====+=====+=====+ 
Income I ~ I ~ I S: I ~ l ~ I ~ I ~ I 
(li/yq 1sooo11000011sooo12000012sooo14000014000o1 

-----------+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
!Percentile! 10%1 20'tl 38tl 6031 9031 9931 131 
+==========+====+=====+=====+=====+=====+=====+=====+ 
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refl,?ct the .;;;x:pected attractiveness to the community. 

The rectan~ular cooriinates of all these 110 bus stops 

wer~ cod~d, where the metro station was consiJered bus stop 

number ona, and fad into the computer program. Th0 initial 

percentage of bus trip was assigned 20%. The far~ charge of 

the system was $.25 and $.50 for different runs. The 

results showed the expected level of service would be about 

1.j2 and the total operational cost $2875013. Both figur8s 

:ir:e fairly close to those of Walker's S1:.Udy. The 

explanation for the discrepancy in the predicted level cf 

services is that ths computer program givea the minimum 

travel distance by utilizing the traveling salasman 

algorithm, while walker's study used linear route structure 

obtained by Hamiltonian Path Algorithm. The tr'3. veling 

salesman algorithm proviJed smaller figures of travel ..... ... ime 

ratio than the Hamiltonian Path Algorithm. BesiJe.s, the 

predic~ed attractivenes~ to the community grew up to 343 at 

equilibrium state while the initialized valu~ was only 20%. 

143 of the society's travel will shift from auto to bus, if 

the bus n2twork is implemented according to this study. 

Thd validity of this model could be bette~ justifie~ if 

it is applied to an existinJ bus system network, insteaJ of 

ccmparing with anotnEr study. However, this was not 

possibla in this study, and it is recommended ~s a further 
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res':'arch point. 

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

Since the models were constructed with an emphasis on 

the interaction between supply and d~mand, many policy 

variablas are incurred. 

on the supply side, bus capacity, mdximum allowable 

travel distance, sche~ule of bus headway, and hus sp~ed are 

all pclicy variables. Each of these policy variables is 

discussed as follows. First, buses with lacger capacity 

allows longer travel length for each route. In this case, 

less operational cost will be observed because a syst~m with 

buses of greater capacity can suffice the demaad with fewer 

routes. Second, bus headway and bus speed in this study 

were not varied in ~he input information of the models as 

well as in the sensitivity analysis. The bus spe~d was 

assigned an average valu2 of 15 miles per hour an~ the bus 

headway was 15 minutes, identical to that of the studied bus 

system. 

on th~ demand sid~, fare structure, parking fare, 

9asoline price effective to the measur2 of system •s 

at t:r:acti veness. All these three variables are tested in 

ord~r to investigate how alternative policies will affect 
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the bus attractiv~ness to the sociEty. In addition, th~ 

amount of 9over:nment s11bsiJies plays an irnpor:tant role in 

the operation of a hus syst€m. Consequently, some t~sts 

w~re carried out to study the effect of alter:native amount 

of subsidies. 

ca~2£iiY 2nd n~~an££ £Qll§i£gill!2 Y~£§!!§ Q~£~112n~1 £22! 

As mentioned in th~ previous paragraphs, th8 system 

operates with larger buses will require less oper~tional 

cost. In this study two ~Y?es of buses were chosen. First 

choicP is the bus with 32 seats and maximum allow~ble travel 

length of 30000 £2.::t (5.63 miles). Second choic~ is the bus 

with 50 seats and ~aximum ~llowable travel length of 50000 

fee": (7. 97 mil.:;s). Tne results showed that th2 system usinq 

bus~s of 32 seats in the case of Arlington County, with 

fleet size forty buese, will require 3092 thousand dollars 

operational costs. The system using busas of 50 seats, will 

require 2473 thousand dollars operating cost. The system 

with larger buses will indeed operate with less cost. 

~~~iiY ~n1 ~i§!~~£Q £Qil§1£2int2 !~~§Q§ !i1£2£iiYfilles2 
From intuitive judgem~nt, decrement in attractiveness 

should be observed if buses of great~r capacity ars us0a. 

It can be explained that the bus with greater capacity 
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~nahles to serve lo~g~r route length, and long~r route 

length, of course, will consume longer travel time. The 

r~duction of the attractiveness of the bus system due to its 

lon~er travel tiwe i~ shown in Tabl~s 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. 

However, not too surprisin~ly, the bus capacity doEs not 

significantly affect the system's attractiveness. The 

va=iation ranges bGtween 0.005 and 0.01. Such a small range 

of variation can b~ referred to the structure of the 

behavioral model. The ~ffects of excess travel time due to 

greater bus capacity can almost be neglected. 

At1~1£~iY~ll~§§ 

Presently, many studies have rscommended various price 

mechanisms either to fo3t0r ~he bus system's attractiveness 

or to suppress the automobil8 usage. The reduc~5 fare 

structure and the increased parking charges are frequently 

discuss~d. In the present study, the analyses were 

conductsd along those two directions to find out how the 

syst~m's attractiveness will b~ affected by the changes of 

far8 structure and parking price. In addition, the amount 

of subsidy is chang2d to study its effects on the 

attractiveness of th~ system. The results are listed in 

Table 5.2 through 5.4. Several observations can b2 drawn 
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Table 5.2 At~rac~ivenass under 0 Subsidy 
and $.06/mil0 Auto Cost 

+==============+==============+==============+==============+ 
Bus Fare=.OOJ dus Fare=.251 Bus Fare=.301 Bus Fare=.501 

+--------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+ 
f Par~ing Price JParking Price f Parking Price !Parking Price I 
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
1=.50J=1.01=1.5f=.501=1.01=1.51=.501=1.01=1.51=.50t=1.01=1.5f 

+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
I CP=32 I • 4 0 91 • 5211 • 6 0 91 • 34 81 • 4 591 • 54 81 • 3 361 • 44 91 • 5 6 0 I • 2d 71 • 4 05 f • 5 061 
+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
I CP = 5 O I • 4 O 4 I • 5 1 8 I • 6 Oo I • 3 4 31 • 4 5 5 I • 5 4 51 • 3 311 • 4 4 4 I • 5 5 7 I • 2 8 21 • 4 O 1 I • 5 O 3 I 
+=====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+ 

Table 5.3 Attractiveness under 250000 Subsiuy 
and $.06/mil~ Auto Cost 

+==============+==============+==============+==============+ 
Bus Farg=.001 Uus Fare=.251 Bus Fare=.301 !3u.s Fare=.501 

+--------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+ 
1Parking Price 1rarkin] Price f Parking Pric~ f Parking Pric~ I 
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
1=.501=1.01=1.51=.50f=1.0f=1.5f=.50J=1.01=1.5f=.50f=1.0f=1.51 

+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
f CP=321.4161.5401.659( .J55f .466f .5521.3441.45Sf .545! .295f .411 !.5111 
+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
I CP = 5 o I • 4 1 O I . 5 3 5 I • 6 5 3 I • 3 4 6 I • 4 6 O I • 5 4 8 I . 3 3 5 I . 4 4 8 I • 5 4 O I • 2 8 8 I . 4 O 5 I • 5 O 6 I 
+=====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+ 

rable 5.4 Attractivenes3 Under 500000 SubsiJy 
and $.06/mil~ Auto Cost 

+==============+==============+==============+==============+ 
Bus Fare=.001 Bus Fave=.251 Bus Farf'.=.30f Bus Fare=.501 

+--------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+ 
!Parking Price !Parking Price I Parking Price !Parking Price I 
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
1=.50f=1.0t=1.51=·50t=1.0t=1.51=.50t=1.0l=1.51=·501=1.01=1.5t 

+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
ICP=321. 4221. 5461.6651. 3621.471J.5571 .3501.460J .549f .JOOJ .418! .5171 
+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
I c P =5 o I • 4 1 a I • 5 36 I • 6 5 51 • JS 51 • 4 6 2 t • 5 5 11 • 3 40 I . 4 5 2 I . 5 4 3 I . 2 911 • 4 O 9 t • 5 O 9 l 
+=====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+ 
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from tha analysis of these data. 

Increasing the subsidy to the bus system can iLcrease 

system's attractiveness. But the incrcaE-"e in 

attractiveness grows at a much slower rate than the iLcrease 

in subsidy. This is shown by comparing the data colurnnwise 

in Table 5.2 through 5.4. It tells that th~ increase in 

att=ac~iveness by incr~asing governmental subsidy is not 

substantial. In Rapp•sz~ 

conclusion that " th2 pJr 

rapidly when attempting to 

study, he indicat~i the 

ride subsidy incr2ases 

incr~ase the modal split 

same 

very 

II 

These two resul~s are compatible and can be considered as 

further evidence of models validity. Note that in these 

tatles, bus fares sometimes are simplifi~d approximation 

numbers. While the assigned subsidy cannot covsr the 

deficit incurred in the system, the differ2nce Letween 

deficit and subsidy ~ill be uniformly distributed on the 

total ravenua passengers. In this case, th~ 1isu~ili~y 

incr~as~s and, consequently, attractiveness d2creases. 

Ther~fore, when the subsidy cannot cover the deficit, the 

real bus fare is slightly higher than the numbers shown, and 

the values of attractiveness in tables are modified numb~rs. 

According to the foregoing observations discussed in 

the pr3vious paragraph we can state that the system's 

a~t~activeness is not s~nsitive to either the choice of bu~ 
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capacity or the amount of governmental subsiay. 

Ccnseguently, th~ data in Table 5.2 through 5.4 can te 

rearranged and simplitied to Table 5.5. The Lumbers 

obtainei in Table 5.5 are the averages of numb~rs in 

associated columns of Tables 5.2 through 5.4. The reason 

why w~ can do so is that there is no large variations in 

data within each column. 

Tables 5.2 through 5.5 is plottEd in Figure 5.1, 5.2, 

and 5.J. Figure 5.1 shows the family curves representing 

the r~lation between parking price and systEm's 

attractiveness. All these curves s~em to have ~h~ same 

shape, and inaicate that hi~her parking price will increase 

the bus ridership. Figur~ 5.2 shows the family curves for 

the relation between bus fare structur~ and system's 

attractiven8ss. The curves show higher bus fare cahrges 

suppress ridership. 

curves are parallel 

Because within 

to one another 

these twc figures 

in each family, the 

generalized form is plotted in Piyure 5.3. The 1eneralized 

form is the averages of values in Figure 5.1 anJ 5.2. The 

elasticity of attractiveness (P) with resp2ct to fare 

structure (F', is defined as the percentage of change in 

attractiveness which rasults from a one perc~nt change in 

bus faI>:). Thus. 

elasticity = e' = (oP/P)/(0£/f) = (f/P) {oP/of) ( 5. 1) 
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Table 5.5 Average Attractiveness under the 
Perception of $.06/mile Auto Cost 

+==============+==============+==============+==============+ 
Bus Fare=.001 dus Fare=.251 Bus Fare=.301 Bus Fare=.501 

+--------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+ 
1Parking Price !Parking Price f Parking Pric2 f Parking Price I 
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
I .501 1.01 1.5j .501 1.01 1.51 .501 1.0f 1.5( .501 1.01 1.51 

+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
I AVG j.413j.5331.641f.3521.462j.550j.339j.451f.549f.291j.4081.5071 
+=====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+ 
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e' = elasticity of attractiveness with r€spect 
to bus fare structure. 

T e" = partial elasticity of attractiven~ss with 
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respect to auto parking price. 

BUS FARE FIXED 

P=.4691 (PARK).•2sa 

R2=.99 

_ .. · e"=.4288 

PARK PRICE FIXED 

P=.355(FARE}~1aa2 

R2=.98 

e'=-.1832 

+---------+---------+---------+---->BUS FARE ($/TRIP) 
p o.o .25 .so 

I 
v I 
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Figure 5.3 Elasticities of Bus Attractiveness 
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Assuming the attractivenass fuLction to have the following 

form.J7. 

P = a * ( f ** b ) ( 5. 2) 

the elasticity e' can easily be derived as below 

e' = b (S.3) 

One way to determine the value of elasticity ~· is to take 

the logarithm of e~uation 5.2 and run tne regression 

analysis for curves in Figure 5.3 in the transformed linear 

form. 

log P = log a + b log f ( 5. 4) 

Using the output data points, the assumed function P has 

be 0 n obtained as 

P = .355 (Fare)-01s32 

and the elasticity e' = -.1832. 

Subsequently, 

•partical (cross) 

the 'particial elasticity•, or the 

elasticity of bus attractiven~ss with 

respect to the automobila parking price' is determined 

following the same approach toe'. The function P was 

obtaine·l as 

P = .4691 (Pai::k Price)~zaa RZ=.99 

and the elasticity e" = .4288 

Comparing the magnitudes of e' and e", we can conclude 

that increasing tho pai::king price provides a more ~fficient 

way to increase th~ bus systam's attractive than cutting 
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down the transit far~. The former is more than twice as 

much efficient as the latter because e" is great~r than 

twice e' The negative sign for e• is nothing but the 

decline trend of the att:activ~ness with respect to far~. 

As a result, the various results show that th~ most 

effective way to fo~ter the bus ridership is to increase the 

auto parking charge. Other auto costs although are not 

includ~i in this study, could produce effective r8sults in 

attr~cting people to use bus transit. These costs may be 

toll pric~, automobile tax etc. 

R~£~iY~Q liQnning fQ21 !~f~g~ !tt~ii~n~~~ 
The attractiveness of a bus system gcneatej from the 

behavioral model is based on one assumption t~at 1 th: modal 

split is determined by the consumer's perception of time and 

money•. Th2 auto running cost of 6 cents p€r mile has been 

used in the behavioral moJel. The value $.06/milP 

definitely is not the real 

people always consider their 

auto 

trip 

running cost. Howev~r, 

fare as out-of-pocket 

money only; they 'think' their automobile running cost is 

nothinJ but the fuel expense. Therefore, the 'perceived 

auto running cost• generally excludes the cost of engine 

oil, maintenance, tires, insurance, and depreciation ~tc. 

If we are using the models to simulate the existing 
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3ituation in order to demonstrate the model's validity, no 

doubt the perceived running cos~ should be use~. 

However, as stated before, the perceived running cost 

is not the real runnin~ cos~. The real running cost 

includes more items such as depreciation, maintenan~e etc. 

Winfrey36 made a very detailed listing of all items in real 

running cost determination. Th2 average value he figured 

out is approximately 25 c2nts per mile on a calculat~d 1977 

dcllar base. The great gap between the real (25 cents) and 

perceived (6 cents) running cost is due to mostly to 

depreciation and maintenance which have been neglected by 

most. people. Deleuw, Cather/STV gave a conservative figure 

for the national average of the true auto running cost. The 

figure is 18.6 cants per mile when auto is traveliD; urban 

area with an averaye sp2ed of 25 mile per hour. 

Both the foreJoing two auto running cos~s ar~ much 

higher than the perceived one ic the behavioral model. Some 

additional computer runs were made by substitu~ing the 

perceived auto running cost to the real auto running cost. 

Fortunately, thP system's attractiveness goes up markedly 

with the increase of auto running cost. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 

contain the results of naw attractiven~sses ~ith different 

perception of auto running cost. Tables 5.3, 5.5, ani 5.6 

are data of attractiveness based on 500 6 000 subsidy 
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Table 5.6 Attractiven~ss Under 500,000 Subsidy 
and $.25/mil~ Auto Cost 

+==============+==============+==============+==============+ 
I Bus Far8=.00 I Bus Fare=.25 I Bus Fare=.30 I Bus Fare=.50 I 
+--------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+ 
I Par~ing Price !Parkin~ Price JParking Pric~ I Parking Price I 
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
1=.so1=1.01=1.s1=.so1=1.01=1.s1=.501=1.01=1.s1=.so1=1.01=1.s1 

+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
ICP=321.5901.7171. 764! .539J. 6471. 7321 .525f .635J. 7241.4751.5631.6921 
+=====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+ 

Table 5.7 Attractiveness OnQer 500,000 Subsidy 
anJ $.186/mile Auto Cost 

+==============+==============+==============+==============+ 
I Bus Fare=.00 I Bus Fare=.25 I Bus Fare=.30 I Bus Fare=.50 I 
+--------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+ 
!Parking Price f Parking 2rice I Parking Price !Parking Price I 
+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
1=.501=1.01=1.5J=.501=1.01=1.5J=.50f=1.01=1.51=.501=1.01=1.51 

+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ 
ICP=321.5521 1.7241.5011 1.6901.4781 j.665j.4281 j.6551 
+=====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+====+ 
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assumption. We can see, from the comparison of thes~ three 

tables, that Winfrey's auto ruuning cost will incr~ase the 

system's attractiveness by ten per cent and Del~uw's auto 

running cost will increase th~ system's attractiveness hy 

about 5 p~r cent. Ther~fore, the traveler's perceptiou of 

auto travel cost will significantly affect the system's 

attractiveness. Based on this rP.sult it should be r~alized 

that informing the people the real cost of operating an 

automobilE is a v8ry eff=ctive tool to foster th~ bus 

system's attractiveness. 

The simulation output gives statistical data on some 

ddditional variables such as trip length and income level. 

The shapes of the relationship those 

independent variables and attractiveness are drawn i~ Figure 

S.4 and 5.5. From Figure 5.4 we realize that maxiwum bus 

usag~ are observed within +.he range of trip length bet~een 

threa and four miles. when trip length is longer th~ 

attractiveness drops rapidly. From Figure 5.5, we realize 

th~t th2 incomP level will no~ strongly aff~ct th2 system 

attractiveness unless in com€ level exceeds . . 
cer~ain 

lev~l. Beyond that l~v2l the attractiveness drops rapidly. 
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CH,\PTEi< VI 

6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The whole study can be summarized as follows. 

1. The route structure developed by sweep algorithru ( and 

traveling salesman 3-optimum solution is the· most 

economical design as far as the total trav2l jistance is 

conc~rn<:!d. 

2. Utilizing larg~r buses for the system will permit longer 

route length and, in turn, less number of routes. Under 

this condition, the operational cost will be decreased 

while attractivenGss stays fairly the same. In other 

words, the bus capacity is sensitive to operdtional cost, 

but insensitive to system's attractiveness. 

3. Subsidy is not an ~ffici~nt way to increase buses 

ctttractiveness. The attractiveness incr~ases very slowly 

whil~ large amount of subsidy is added in. 

4. Increasing auto cost is ~he most Effective way to obtain 

b~tter buses attractiveness. Th~ term auto cost is not 

restricted to parking ~rice only. All related tXpenses 

to duto trip making can be included in this term. 

5. The second best way to increase bus attractivengss is to 

educate drivers to realize the difference betwesn the 
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actual and the percPived auto running ccst. The actual 

running cost is four to five times as much dS the 

perceived auto running cost. 

6. Decr0asing transit far2 is not as effective as the 

fore~oing two methods. Yet the transit far~ structure is 

sensitive to the system's attractiveness. 

7. The models provide a network structure of minimum total 

travel distanc2 or, minimum total travel time ) • The 

test for the model at Arlington county provides a 

satisfactory compatibility between models output and 

Walker's study. The mo1el may be better justifi~d by a 

real world implementation. 
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Sev~ral rec0mmendations for future r2searches are 

listed in the follo~ing. 

1. The computer output gives the route configuration design. 

The d~sign is displayed sector by SA.ctor surroun<ling th~ 

terminal station. All routes are given in two-way loop 

form. No li~ear route is designed. HowPver, in the real 

world case, some linear routes are still 0ssential albeit 

they consume more travel time and di~tance. Future 

research is recommended to put somE nodal priority weight 

in forming th~ routes s~ch that the developeJ syst~m will 

not consiuer the economic efficiency only. 

2. The sweep algorithm will perform better if it is applied 

to the metropolitan level. In that cas2, the system 

should be modified to multi-terminal station or multi-

vehicle dispatching point. Perhaps partitioning process 

can be used to cut down the size of the routing problEm. 

3. The socio-economic f1ctors play an important role in the 

bus route design. The demand level at high income 

residential area is much lower than that at lower incowe 

area. The passenger d~rn3nd at each bus stop is assigned 

as input data in this study. In fact, this demand 

distribution to bus stops doesnot necessarily be linear 

as assumed in the feedback process of the developPd 

program. A demand distribution function that allocates 
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passengers to bus stops in a spEcific service area is 

another recommendation to fur~her research. 

4. The behavioral model use1i in this study is restricted to 

binary 

added 

case. Multipl~ mod~s 

to improve the model's 

behavioral moJel can 

a~plicability, such 

iacludiny walk, bicycle, taxi, kiss-and-ride etc. 

he 

as 

5. As ~entioned in Chapter 1, the mass transit market 

behaves in an interactive manner. In order to simulate 

this particular characteristic, the behavioral demand 

modGl included a policy variable, the measure of travel 

time on tach mode, from the supply side. The measures of 

travel time is depend0nt on the bus route configuration 

and will affect the attractiveness on the demaLJ side. 

ilowever, in addition to the routP configuration ~esiqe, 

spacing of ou3 stops, service frtquency on each route, 

maximum route distance etc are all policy variables on 

the supply siJe which have been unchanged through all 

i~erations in thA model. In fact, the system's 

attractiveness varies with these policy variahles. A 

rGcomrnendation for thA future research would be how to 

determine the optimal spacing between bus stops, the 

optimal f r8quency, and the optimal route length on ~ach 

route based on the objectivP function of maximizing th~ 

bus system's attractiven0ss. 
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If location J is in a givec ~cute anJ location J+1 

cannot be added to it, then location J+2 is not checked. 

The notation in the body of the paper is assumed. 

Instead of relabeling the locations, we let K(2) d'3notE 

th·~ location with the .smallest angle, K(3) denote the 

location with the second smallest angle, anJ so forth. 

Step 1. Evaluate the polar coordinates for each 

location with the depot at (0,0). Let An(I) r~present 

the angle and R(I) the radius for location I,1=2,3, ••• N. 

Step 2. Determine K(I) for I=2,3, ••• N such that 

An (K {I)) is less th'rn or equal to An (K (1+1)). 

St~p 3. Begin the first rout8 with J=2 and 

SUM=Q (K (2)). 

Step 4. 

Step 5. 

Step 6. 

Increment the angle by making J=J+1. 

If SUM+Q {K (J)) > c, go to step 7. 

Augment the route with location K(J) by 

makin9· SlJM=SUM+Q{K(J)). If J=N, then go to step 16. If 

not, then go to step 4. 

St~p 7. Calculate the minimum distance 01 for th~ 

route by means of traveling-salesman algo~ithm. Check 

the distance con~traint. If tht distanc8 capacity is 

exce~1~d, then eliminate K(J-1) from th~ routE~. Make 

SUM=SUM-Q(K(J-1)) and J=J-1. Check the distance 

constraint again. Continue this proc~dure until the 



distance constraint is 3atisfied. 

Step 8. Detsrmine 

nearest location to K(J-1) 

JJX so that K(JJX) 

and not in a route. 

is the 

Find. JII 

so that K(Jll) is the neare~t location to K(JJX) and not 

in a route. Likewise d~termin~ I so that 

R(K(I))+An(K(I))*AVR is a minimum for all locations in 

the route. Let KII denote this I. Determir.e the 

minimum distance D2 for the route with K(JJX) added to 

the rou~e and K (KII) deleted. from it. 

Step 9. If 02 not greater than D and the load 

constraint is satisfi~d, then go to step 11. Otherwise 

go to step 10. 

Step 10. Record the route and start a new rcute by 

setting SUM = Q(K(.J)). Go to St8p 4. 

Step 11. Evaluate the minimum distance D3 for 

starting at 

K(J+1), •••• , 

1, traveling through locations K(J), 

K (J+4) and ending at K (J+S). Determine the 

distanc0 D4 for ~r~veling through the same locations, 

~xcept eliminate K(JJX) and inject K(KII). If K(JJX) is 

not K(J), K(J+1), •••• , or i\(J+4), then go to step 10. 

If D1+D3 < D2+D4, then go to step 13. Otherwis~, go to 

step 12. 

Step 12. Place K(JJX) in the route and remove 

location K(KII). Go to step 4. 
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Step 13. Evaluat€ the minimum distanc~ 05 for the 

rout~ with K(JJX) and inj~ct K(KII) substitut~d for 

I<(KII). If K(JJX) and K(JII) are not K(J), K(J+1), ••• , 

or K(J+4), then 'JO to st~p 10. If D5<D anci the load 

constraint is satisfied, then go to step 14. Oth~rwise, 

go to step 10. 

Step 14. Determine the minimum distance D6 for 

starting at 1, traveling through locations K(J), 

K(J+1), ••• , K(J+4), and ending at K(J+5), with K{JJX) 

and K(JIIJ excluded and K(KIIJ included. If D1+D3 < 
D5+D6, then go to s~ep 10. Otherwise, go to step 15. 

Step 15. Plac2 K (.TJX) and K (JII) in the rout<:? and 

eliminate K(KII) from the routE Go to step 4. 

Step 

route and 

16. Evaluate 

check the 

tLe minimum distance for 

distance constraint. If 

thr:> 

not 

satisfi~d, then go ~o step 17. If satisfied, th~n that 

set of routes is complete. Check to see if anotler set 

ot routes is needed. If no more are naedad, thGL go to 

step 19. Oth~rwise go to step 18. 

Step 17. Delete one from the route (J=J-1). go to 

ster 10. 

Step 18. Increment the angle by one location, i.e. 

start with K(3) for the second set of rout 0 s. 

step 2. 

Go to 
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Step 19. End of route structure Jesign. 

Step 20. Transform the above routa structure into 

the route structure matrix. Set the route structure 

matrix to be IT'I'(K,NN) where K stands for thA number of 

routes and NN stands for the number of stops in route K. 

Start from ITT(I,J) go to step 23. 

Step 21. Set I=I+1 and J=O in order to start a new 

route. 

Step 22. J=J+1. 

Stap 23. If ITT(I,J)=1 the route is started at 

t~rminal location number one. Record thE: rout:e 

structure. Otherwise go to step 22. 

Step 24. If I=K every route has been sort2d to 

stdrt at noae one, go to step 25. Otherwise go to step 

21. 

Step 25. Evaluate the total demand on each route. 

Set SBDQ (I) =O, I=1. SBDQ (I) stands for: the total demand 

on route I. 

Step 26. 

St·~P 27. 

I=I+1, J=O. 

J=J + 1. 

Step 28. SBDQ{I)=SBDQ(I)+Q{ITT(I,J))• If J(Nt~ go 

to step 27. If J=NN and J<K yo to st2p 26. Otherwise 

go to step 29. 

Step 29. Determine che total system's dem~nd SSBQ. 
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The SSBQ is th2 sum of all SBDQ(I) •s, 1=1, •••• ,K. 

Evaluate the probability for each route which is 

PBRT(I}=S3DQ(I)/SSBQ, I=1,2, ••• ,K. 

Step 30. Evaluate the probabilities for each node 

J alcng route I. Set L=ITT(I,J), PBOG(I,Jj=Q(L)/SBOQ(I) 

for all I=1, ••• K, J=1, ••• ,NN. 

Step 31. Generat3 a uniformly distributed random 

number B. Set I=1 • 

I=I+1. Step 32. 

Step 33. If n-PBRT(l) not greater than 0 th~ route 

of trip origin is Jetermined. Otherwise set B=u-PBRT(I) 

go to step 32. 

Step 34. Generate another random number B. Set 

J=1 go to step 36. 

step 3 5 • J =J + 1 • 

Step 36. If B-PBOG(I) not greater than 0 the node 

of origin is deter~ined. Let IO=ITT (I,J}. OthArwis~ 

set B=B-PBOG(I) go to step 35. 

Step 37. Follow the same process from step 31 

throu~h 36, gen~rate the d?stination of th~ trip. Let 

ID=ITT (I,J). 

Step 38. Evaluate the bus travel distanc2 ODPT 

from origin to transfer station. The distance is the 

sum of all distances between bus stops that the trav~le~ 
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has to pass. 

Step 39. Evaluate the bus travel distanc~ DDPT 

from the transfer stdtion to the destination. The 

distance is the sum of all distances between bus stops 

that the traveler has to pass. 

Step 40. Th~ total bus travel distacce is the sum 

of the distances in step 39 dnd step 4 o. 
BDIST=ODPT+DDPT. If IO and ID are on the sa2 route 

BDIST is the shortest travel distance tne bus has to 

travel between two bus stops. 

Step 41. The auto travel distance is the direct 

distance in the distance matrix. Let ADIST represent 

the total travel distance by auto then ADIST=A(IO,ID). 

Step 42. Determina the total bus travel time TBUS. 

TBUS is the sum of walking time to/from bus stop, 

waiting time at bus stop, transf~r time at termi~al, and 

on bus time plus the total stop time at each stop. 

Step 43. Det2r~ine the total auto travsl time 

TAUTO. TAOTO is the sum of vehicle running time plus 

the parking time and ~alking time from off ice to parking 

lot. 

Step 44. Gen~rate a random number B to determin~ 

the incorn~ level. Se~ ~MS=1 go to step 46. 

St9p 45. MMS=MMS+1 
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Step 46. If 3-P('.1MS) not grtater than 0 the income 

l~vel is determined. Otherwise go to step 45. 

Step 47. Evaluate the travel time ratio between 

mod0 bus and auto. Let ALOS represent travel tim2 ratio 

then ALOS = TBUS/TAUTO 

Step 48. Evaluate the attractiveness of bus for 

this particular travel. Let PROB uenote this 

attractiveness. PR03 = 1./ (1. + exp( FARB 

ACOST*ADIST - V(~MS}*( TBUS-TAUTO )*.2/HOUR)) where FARE 

is the bus fare charge per trip, ACOST is th~ auto 

running cost per mile. V("MS) is the y~arly income of 

this traveler. HOUB is the assumed working hours for a 

year. 

Step 49. Collect th€ statistics of travel ~ime 

~atio versus trip length bus attractiveness versus trip 

length dnd income level. 

Step so. If NSA~PLE<999 go to step 31. 

St<:!p 51. Evaluate the expected operational cost. 

VM=RSTDD*60 / HOWi * OHPD * ODPY; VH = Vft/BSPEED PV = 
PASSG* ( 60/HD#Y } * ( PKHPD + (OHPD - PKHllD) /2) * ODPY 

where BSTDD is system's total travel distance per 

headway. HDWY is the bus headway. OHPD is operating 

hour pe~ day. ODPY is operating days per year. BSPEED 

is the avgrage bus speed. PASSG is the system's total 
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d~mand per headway. PKHPD is ~h~ peak hour per day. 

Step 52. Ope:rational Cost = (. 227VM + 5. 7VH + 

6527.48PV + .038RP} * (1.07** (YEAR-1970)) 

Step 53. Evaluate deficit and subsidy. deficit = 
operational cost - revenue passengers * trip fare. It 

deficit is less than or equal to subsidy go to st2p 55. 

Step 54. Distribute the difference b~tween deficit 

and subsidy on all passengers and re-evaluate ~he 

system's ~t~ractiveness. 

Step 55. Check if the PROB1 is within the 953 

confidence interval of PROB2. If it is go to step 56. 

If not modify all nodal demand by Q(I) = Q(I) * PROB2 / 

PROB1; and then set PROB1=PROB2 go to St€p 3. 

Step 56. stop. 
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1 0 1 

C N IS THE NUMBER OF LOCATIONS INCLUDING THE DEPOT. 
C XD IS THE DISTANCE CONSTRAINT FOR EACH VEHICLE. 
c XLD rs ADDF.D DISTANCE PER STOP 
C CP IS THE LOAD CAPACITY FOR EACH VEHICLE. 
C THE DEPOT IS AT LOCATION 1. 
C X (I) , Y {I) IS RECTANGULAR COORI'INATES FOR LOCATION I. 
C Q(I) 13 TUE DEMAND FOR LOC~TION I. 

COMMON A(110, 110), IROUT(110) 
DI~ENSION R(250),S(250), K(250),SS(250), MK(250),NT(250),KK(250) 

X,X(250),Y(250),Q(250),I'I(300), ITT(300), QQZ(SO), DQZ(SO), 
* KKZ(SO), BQD(50),BQZ(50), KZ(SO) 

DIMENSION KMZ (50) ,SBDQ(SO) ,IITT(S0,300) ,BDQR(SO) ,SUMP(?) ,VSP(7), 
XKLM(7) ,AVGSP{7) ,VARSP(7) ,PBRT(SO) ,SRQ(50) ,PBOG(S0,300) I 

x ppr: B ( 5 0) I c { 6) I cc ( 6) I N s H ( 6) ' p t3 ( 6) I s p R ( 6) I Av G ( 6) Iv AR ( 6) I A PG ( 6) , 
ZVPG (6) 

DIMENSION V(7j,P(7) 
DIMENSION IITTT (50) ,ADJ (110) 
DATA PROB1/.2/ 
DATA BMXiJK/8./ 
DATA FREQ/15./ 
DATA ASPEED,BSPEED/22.,13.2/ 
DATA TS TOP/. 5/ 
DATA TWALK,TPARK/3.,2./ 
DATA FARE,FPARK/.5,1.0/ 
DATA V/2000.,7500.,12500.,17500.,22500.,3000J.,50000./ 
DATA P/.1,.2,.38,.68,.9,.99,1.0/ 
DATA POBLIC,SUBSID/1.,500000./ 
DATA PKHPD,OHPD,ODPY,VEHN/6., 18.,300.,40./ 
DATA YEAR/1977./ 
DATA TRANF/7./ 
ILM = 1 

254 FORM/\T (' 
? ' ) 

WRITE(6,254) 
READ (5,255) N,XLD 

255 FORMAT (IS, F10.2) 
READ(5,800) CP,XD 

800 FORMAT(F5.0,F10.2) 
NJN=N 
AVQ = 0 
DO 1 I = 1, N 
READ (5, 256) x (I) I y (I)' Q (I) I ADJ (I) 

256 FORMAT (2F10.0,F10.1,F10.2) 
1 AVQ = AVQ + Q(I) 

A.VQ = AVQ/(N-1) 
XD= 1. 3*XD 
XX= X ( 1) 
YY = Y(1) 
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WRITE (6,258) N,CP,XD,XLD,X(1), Y(1) 
258 FORMAT ( 1 NUMBER OF POINTS IS 1 ,15/ 1 LOAD CAPACITY IS ',F12.6/ 

C1 DISTANC3 CONSTRAINT IS 1 ,F12.6/ 1 EXTRA DIST~NCE PER STOP IS 
C,F12.6/' DEPOT AT ',F12.6, 1 AND 1 ,F12.6) 

KI.N = 1 
KV = 0 
BSTDD=9999999. 

C CHANGE TO POLAR COORDINATES WITH DEPOT AT ORIGIN 
WRITE (6,200) 

200 !"ORl"IAT (' 1 ,18X,'X(I)', 8X,'Y(I)', 6X,'DEMAND', 6X, 1 RADIUS', 
1 7 X , ' ANGLE ' , /) 

538 MM = 1 
PROB=O. 
SPBOB=O. 
DO 315 !=1,300 

315 IT(I)=O 
STAUTO=O 
BSTD = 10000000. 
BMAX = 0 
SUMR = 0 
DO 2 I = 2,N 
R (I) = SQRT ( (X (I) - XX) **2 + (Y (I) - YY) **2) 
S(I) = ATAN2(Y(I) - YY,X(I) - XX) 
SUMR = SUMR + H(I} 
IF (ILM.GT.1) GO TO 5001 
WRITE (6,257) I,X(I)' Y(I) I iJ(I), R(I) I S(I) 

257 FORMAT (8X,IJ,5(2X,F10.4)} 
5001 IF(RI'lAX- R(I)) 66,2,2 

66 RMAX = R (I) 
2 CONTINUE 

GO TO (1000,2000,3000,4000) ,ILM 
1000 WRITE (6, 1001) 
1001 FORMAT ( 1 1 FORwARD SWEEP ALGORITlH-1 1 ) 

GO TO 5000 
2000 WRITE (6,2001) 
2001 FORMAT ( 1 1BACKWAnD S~EEP ALGORITHM') 

GO TO 5000 
3000 WRITE (6,3001) 
3001 FOR~AT ( 1 1FORWABD SWEEP ~LGORITHM CHECKING J+2 LOCATION') 

GO TO 5000 
4000 WRITE (6,4001) 
4001 FORMAT ( 1 1 BACKWARD SWEEP ALGORITHM CHECKING J+2 LOCATION') 
5000 CONTINUE 

AVR = SUMR/(N-1) 
DO 81 I = 1, N 
DO 81 J = I IN 
A(I,,T) =SQRT (1.*((X(I) - X(J))**2 + (Y(I) - Y(J))**2)) 
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**SQRT ( A DJ ( I) *ADJ ( J) ) 
81 A (JI I) = A (I,J) 

K ( 1) = 1 
K(N+1) = 1 

c 
c ARRANGE IN ASCENDING OI\DER 

21 J = N 
KOU = 0 
Sl1MD = 0 
DO 67 I = 2,N 
K (I) = I 

67 SS (I) = S (I) 
5 XMAX = -1000000. * (-1) ** ILM 

DO 3 I = 2,J 
IF(ILM .EQ.2 .OR. ILi1 .EQ. 4) 
IF (SS {I) - XMAX) 4,3,3 

551 IF' (SS (I) - XMAX)J,3,4 
4 XMAX = SS(I) 

II = I 
3 CONTINUE 

IB = K (II) 
K (II) = K (J) 
K (J) = IB 
B = SS{II) 
SS (I I) = SS (J) 
SS (J) = B 
J = J - 1 
IF (J-2) 6,6,5 

6 CONTINUE 
c 
C FORMING ROUTES 

11 J = 2 
M = 1 
KCECK = 0 
N 1 = 0 
N2 = 0 
LX = 0 
JJ = 2 
SUM= Q(K(2)) 
MM = MM + 1 

12 J = J + 1 
45 IF(SUM + Q(K(J))-CP) 13,13,14 
13 SUM = SUM + Q(K(J)) 

KCECK = 0 
IF (J • EiJ. N) SUMQ = SU11 

792 IF(J-N) 12,27,27 
14 CONTINUE 

IF(ILM .LE. 2) GO TO 714 

GO TO 551 
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IP( J+1 .GE. N) GO TO 71~ 

IF(SUM + Q(K(J+1)) -CP) 713,713,714 
713 IB = K(J+1) 

K( • ..1+1) = K(J) 
KCECK = 0 
K(J) = IB 
SUM= SUM+ Q(K{J)) 
J = J + 1 

714 JJJ = J - 1 

C CHECKING NEXT LOCATION 
C FINDING TWO NEAREST POINTS 
C KII IS LOCATION IN ~OUTE WITH'SMALLEST 1 RADIGS AND LARGEST ANGLF 
C JJX IS IN ROUTE CLOSEST TO JII NOT IN THE HOOTE 

c 

328 F = 1000000 
DO 40 I = JJ,JJJ 
EFG= R(K(I)) - S(K(I)) * AVR 
IF(F - EFG) 40,40,48 

48 F = EPG 
KII = I 

40 CONTINUE 
RX = 100000000 
DO 346 I = 1,4 
JX = J - I 
IF(JX .LT.2) GO TO .146 
IF{R(K(JX))/AVR - .7) 346,346,347 

347 JS = J + 6 
IP (J5 - N) 363, 363, 364 

364 JS = N 
363 DO 348 II = J,J5 

IF (A{K(JX),K(ll}) - RX) 34q,348,348 
349 RX = A (K {JX) ,K (II)) 

JJX = JI 
JII = II 

348 CONTINUE 
346 CONTINUE 

C TEST7 
IF(KCECK .GT. 0) Gu TO 374 
KOUNT = 1 
DO 320 I = JJ,JJJ 
KOUNT = KOONT + 1 

320 !ROUT (KOUNT) = K (I) 
IROUT(1) = 1 
I ROUT {KOUNT+ 1) = 1 
CALL TilAVS (KOU NT, DIST) 
DIST = DIST + (KOUNT - 1) * XLD 
IF(DIS'r .GT.XD) GO TO 76 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

DO 716 I = 1,KOUNT 
716 KK(I) = IROUT{I) 
374 CONTINUE 

SUMQ = SUM 

105 

IF (RX .GT. 100000) GO TO 75 

RRX = R{K(JII)) 
JIX = JII 
DO 334 I = J,JIX 
IF (R (K (I)) - RriX) 334,334,335 

335 RRX = R(K(I)) 
JII = I 

334 CONTINUE 
42 IF (SUM + Q (K {JII)) - Q (K (KII)) -CP) 44, 44, 75 

44 JY = 5 
IF(JY-(N-JJJ)) 324,322,322 

322 JY = N - JJJ 
324 J7. = JY + 1 

IF (KC ECK • EQ. 1) GO TO 375 
DO 3 2 1 I = 2, JZ 

321 IROUT(I) = K(JJJ+I-1) 
IROOT (1) = 1 
CALL BTS (JY, DIST2) 

375 CONTINUE 
KCECK = 0 

IF(JII -JJJ + 1 .GT. JY) GO TO 443 
DO 332 I = 2,JZ 

332 IROUT(I) = K(JJJ+I-1) 
IEWUT(1) = 1 
IROUT {JII-JJJ+1) = K (KII) 
CALL BTS (JY, DI.ST 3) 

KOUNT = 1 
DO 331 I = JJ,JJJ 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 

331 IROUT(KOUNT) = K(I) 
IROUT (1) = 1 
IROUT(KOUNT+1) = 1 
IROUT(KII - JJ + 2) = K(JII) 
CALL TRAVS (KOUNT,DIST1) 
DIST1= DIST1+ (KOUNT - 1) * XLD 
IF(DIST1 .GT. XD) GO TO 443 

EFG = AVR * (;J (K (JII)) - Q (i< (KII))) / AVQ 
IF(EFG+DIST + DIST2 - DIST1 - DIST3)443,443,326 

326 DIST = DIST1 



c 

c 

c 

DO 717 I = 1,KOUNT 
717 KK (I) = IROUT (I) 

SUMQ = SUM 
JJ1 = JJJ - 1 

1 06 

SUM= SUM+ Q(K(JII)) - Q(K(KII)) 
JI = K (KII) 
DO 51 I = KII,JJ1 

51 K(I) = K(I+1) 
IF(JII .NF:. JJJ + 1) GO TO 274 
K(JJJ) = K(JJJ + 1) 
K (JJJ + 1) = JI 
GO TO 275 

274 K(JJJ) = K(JII) 
K(JII) =JI 

275 J = J - 1 
DIST2 = DIST3 
KCECK = 1 
GO TO 12 

443 MAX = 1000000 
IF(J5 - J .LT. 3) GO TO 75 
DO 420 I = J,J5 
IF(I - JII) 421,420,421 

421 IF(Mi\X- A(K(I),K(JII)))420,422,422 
422 JKK = I 

MAX= A{K{I),K(JII)) 
420 CONTINUE 

IF(SUM + Q(K(JII)) + Q(K(JKK)) - Q(K(KII)) .GT.CP) GO TO 75 

KOUNT = 1 
JZ = 6 
IF (JII - JJJ + 1 • GE. JZ) GO TO 75 
IF(JKK - JJJ + 1 .GE. JZ) GO TO 75 
IF(JZ -(N -JJJ+ 1)) 435,436,436 

436 JZ = N - JJJ 
435 DO 431 I = 2,JZ 

IF {I • EQ.JKK - JJJ + 1) GO TO 431 
KOONT = KOUNT + 1 
!ROUT (KOUNT) = K (JJJ + I - 1) 

431 CONTINUE 
IROUT(JII - JJJ + 1) = K(KII) 
IROUT ( 1) = 1 
JT=KOUNT - 1 
CALL BTS(JT,DIST5) 

KOUNT = 1 
DO 430 I = JJ,JJJ 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 



c 

c 
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IROU'f (KOUNT) = K (I) 
430 CONTINUE 

IROUT(1) = 1 
KOUNr = KOUNT + 1 
I ROUT (KOUNT + 1) = 1 
I ROUT (KII - JJ + 2) = K (JII) 
I ROUT (KOUNT) = K (JKK) 
CALL TRAVS (KOUNT,DIST4) 
DIST4= DIST4+ (KOUNT - 1) * XLD 
IF (DIST4 .GT. XD) GO TO 75 

IF(DIS1 + DIST2 - DIST4 - DIST5) 75,433,433 
433 DIST = DIST4 

DO 718 I = 1, KOUNT 
718 KK (I) = IROUT (I) 

SUM= SUM+ Q(K(JII)) + Q(K(JKK)) - Q(K(KII)) 
SUMQ = SUM 
MS = JJJ + 4 
JI = K(KII) 
JM = K (J) 
IF (KII • EQ. JJJ) GO TO 794 
JJ1 = JJJ - 1 
DO 434 I = KII,JJ1 

434 K(I) = K(I+1) 
K (JJJ) = K (JII) 
JJJ = JJJ + 1 
K (JJJ) = K (JKK) 
K (,1KK) = JI 
IF(JII .EQ. J) GO TO 7<J3 
K(JII) =JI 
K (JKK) = JM 
GO TO 7g3 

794 K (J) = K {JII) 
K (KII) = K (JKK) 
JJJ = JJJ + 1 
K (JII) = JM 
K {JKK) = JI 

793 CONTINUE 
KCECK = 2 
GO TO 12 

C DELETING ONE FROM ROUTE 

c 

76 JJ J -= JJJ - 1 
KOUNT = KOUNT - 1 
J = J - 1 
SUM= SUM - Q(K(J)) 
GO TO 328 



C ACCEPTING THE ROUTE 
75 SUMO = SUMD + DIST 

KT = JJJ - JJ + 2 
DQZ(M) =DIST 
QQZ(M) = SUMQ 
KZ (M) = KT 
DO 536 I = 1,KT 
KOU = KOU + 1 

536 IT(KOU) = KK(I) 
LX = 0 
M = M + 1 
SUM= Q(K(J)) 
JJ = J 

20 IF(KLN-1) 30,31,30 
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31 IP(KV-KOUNT) 32,30,30 
32 KV = KOUNT 
30 CONTINUE 

IF(J-N) 12,27,27 
27 KOUNT = 1 

JJJ = J 
IROUT(1) = 1 
DO 82 I = JJ,J 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 

82 IROUI'(KOUNT) = K(IJ 
!ROUT (KOUNT + 1) = 1 
CALL TRAYS (KOUNT,DIST) 
DIST = DIST + (KOUNT - 1) * XLD 
IF (DIST - XD) 83 I 83 I 97 

97 J = J + 1 
GO TO 76 

83 CONTINUE 
QQZ(M) = SUMQ 
KZ(M) = KOUNT 
DQZ(M) = DIST 
DO 537 I = 1,KOUNT 
KOU = KOU + 1 

537 IT {KOU) = IBO UT (I) 
SUMD = SUMO + DIST 
IF(BSTD - SUMD) 530,531,531 

53 1 NM = N + M 
BSTD = SUMD 
DO 532 I = 1,NM 

S32 I'IT (I) = IT (I) 
DO 533 I = 1,M 
BQD{I) = DQZ(I) 
B<,JZ (I) = QQZ (I) 

533 KKZ (I) = KZ {I) 
t1Z = M 
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530 CONTINUE 
c 
C INCREMENTING THE ANGLE 

KLN = 2 

c 

IF(MM - KV) 61,50,50 
61 XMIN = 100000000. 

DO 62 I = 2,N 
IF(S(K(I)} - XMIN) 63,62,62 

63 XMIN = S(K{I)) 
MI = K (I) 

62 CONTINUE 
S( MI) = 3.14529 - ABS(S( MI)) + 3.14529 
GO TO 21 

50 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6, 5002) 

5002 FORM~T (///' BEST SOLUTION IS') 
I.a = 0 
DO 534 I = 1,MZ 
IA = IB + 1 
IB = IB + KKZ (I) 

C MEMORIZE THE ROUTE STRUCTURE 
SBDQ(I)=O 
IF(BSTD-BSTDD)524,526,525 

524 BS'I'DD=BSTD 
KRT=MZ 
IDUt'.l=ILM 

526 KMZ(I)=KKZ(I) 
NNNN=IB-IA+ 1 
DO 527 J=1,NNNN 

527 IITT(I,J)=ITT(IA+J-1) 
SBDQ (I) =BQZ (I) 
BDQR (I) =BQD (I) 

525 CONTINUE 
534 WRITE (6,719) I,BQZ(I),BQD(I), (ITT(J),J=IA,IB) 
719 FORMAT (/' BOOTE',IS,' HAS LOAD',F10.2,' ~ITH DISTANCE ',P10.2, 

1 I IS' I 28(1X,I3)) 
ILM = 1111 + 1 
WRITE (6, 84) BSTD 

84 FORMAT(//' TOTAL DISTANCE IS',F15.5) 
GO TO 521 
IF(ILM .LE. 4) GO TO 538 

521 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6, 1002) 

1002 PORMAT( 1 1FINAL OPTIMAL ROUTE STRUCTURE') 
DO 5 41 I= 1, KRT 
NNN N=KM Z (I) 

541 WRITE (6, 719) I, SBDQ (I), BDQR (I), (IITT (I ,J) ,J=1, NNNN) 
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WRITE(6,84) BSTDD 
C ARRANGE ALL ROUTES START AT TERMINAL 
c 

DO 561 I=1,KRT 
NNNN=KMZ (I) 
DO 564 L=1,NNNN 

564 IITTT (L) =IITT (I,L) 
DO 562 L=1,NNNN 
IF (IITTT (L). EQ. 1) GO TO 563 

562 CONTINUE 
563 IITT(I,1)=1 

NNNN1=NNNN-1 
DO 565 J=1,NNNN1 
LJ=L+J 
IF(LJ.GT.NNNN) LJ=LJ-NNN~ 

565 IITT(I,J+1)=IITTT(LJ) 
561 CO NT INUE 

WRITE (6, 1003) 
1003 FORMAT( 1 1REORDERED OPTIMAL ROUTE STRUCTURE') 

DO 566 I=1,KRT 
NNNN=KMZ (I) 

566 WRITE(6,719) I,SBDQ(I) ,BDQR(I), (IITT(I,J) ,J=1,NNNN) 
PASSG=O 
DO 390 N=1,I 

390 PASSG=PASSG+SBDQ(N) 
WRITE(6,84)BSTDD 
DO 7000 !=1,7 
SUMP(I)=O 
VSP(I)=O 
KLM (1)=1 

7000 PPDB(I)=O 
DO 6 0 4 7 I= 1 , 6 
C(I)=O 
CC(I)=O 
PB(I)=O 
SPB(I)=O 
AVG(I)=O 
APG(I)=O 
VAR(I)=O 
VPG(I)=O 

6047 NSH(I)=1 
WRITE (6, 399) 

399 FOBMAT( 1 1 1 ) 

c 
c 
C USE EVENT SIMULATION FIND TRAVEL TIME RATIO AND PROBABILITY 
C OF MODE CHOICE BETWEEN AUTO AND BUS. 
c 
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C PROBILITY OF EACH ROUTE 
SSBQ=O 
DO 6001 I=1,KRT 

6001 SSBQ=SSBQ+SBDQ(I) 
DO 6002 I=1,KRT 

6002 PBRT(I)=SBDQ(I)/SSBQ 
C PROBABILITY OF EACH NODE IN EACH ROUTE 

DO 6003 I=1,KRT 

c 

NROUT=KMZ(I) 
SRQ(I)=O 
DO 6004 J=1,NROUT 
L=IITT (I,J) 

60 04 SRQ (I) =SRQ {I) +Q (L) 
DO 6005 J=1,NROUT 
L=IITT(I,J) 
PBOG (I,J) =Q (L) /SRQ {I) 

6005 CONTINUE 
6003 CONTINUE 

C GENERATE DEMAND ORIGIN IN WHICH NODE AND ROUTE 
LOS=O 
LX=65539 

6 06 0 CALL RAND U ( L X , LY , B) 
LX=LY 
LOS=LOS+1 
I= 1 

6006 IF(B-PBRT(I)) 6008,6008,6007 
6007 B=B-PBRT (I) 

I= I+ 1 
GO TO 6006 

6008 CALL RANDU(LX,LY,B) 
LX=LY 

c 

J=1 
6009 IP(B-PBOG(I,J))6011,6011,6010 
6010 B=B-PBOG(I,J) 

J=J+1 
GO TO 6009 

6011 IO=IITT(I,J) 
MII=I 

C FIND THE DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN TO TEANSFER POINT 
ODPT=O 
NNNN=J-1 
DO 6019 1=1,NNNN 

6019 ODPT=ODPT+A(IITT(I,L) ,IITT(I,1+1)) 
REV=BDQR(I)-ODPT 
IP(REV.LT.ODPT)ODPT=REV 
L=L-1 
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IF(KMZ(I)-J.LT.L) L=KMZ(I)-J 
C GENERATE DESTINATION AND DISTANCE BETWEEN DESTINATION AND DEPOT 
6031 CALL RANDU(LX,LY,B) 

LX=LY 
I= 1 

6012 IF(B-PDRT(I))6013,6013,6014 
6014 B=B-PBRT (I) 

I=I+1 
GO TO 6012 

6013 CALL RANDU(LX,LY,B) 
LX=LY 

c 

J= 1 
6015 IF(B-PBOG(I,J))6017,6017,6016 
6016 B=B-PBOG(I,J) 

J=J+l 
GO TO 6015 

6017 ID=IITT(I,J) 
DDPT=O 
NNNN=J-1 
DO 6018 N=1,NNNN 

6018 DDPT=DDPT+A(IITT(I,N) ,IITT(I,N+1)) 
REV=BDQR(I)-DDPT 
IF(REV.LT.DDPT)DDPT=REV 
N=N-1 
IF(KMZ(I)-J.LT.N) N=KMZ(J)-J 
BDIST=DDPT+ODPT 
IF(I.EQ.MII) BDIST=ABS(ODPT-ODPT) 
ADIST=A (IO,ID) 

C DE1ERMINE TRAVEL TIME RATIO 
TAUTO=(ADIST/ASPEED) +TWALK+TPARK 
CALL RANDU(LX,LY,R2) 
LX=LY 
BWK= R2*BMXWK 
IF(FREQ-10)6023,6024,6024 

6023 BiiT=FREQ/2. 
GO TO 6025 

6024 CALL RANDU(LX,LY,B) 
LX=LY 
BWT=B*5. 

6025 TTSTOP=TSTOP*(N+L) 
IF (I. EQ. MII) uO TO 6026 
GO TO 6027 

6026 NL=N-L 
TTSTOP=TSTOP*IABS(NL) 

6027 TBUS=BWK+BWT+TTSTOP+(BDIST/BSPEED)+TRANF 
ALOS=TBUS/TAUTO 
STAUTO=STAUTO+TAUTO 
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c 
C FIND THE PROBABILITY OF MODE CHOICE 
c 

c 

CALL RANDU(LX,LY,BJ 
LX=LY 
MMS= 1 

7005 IF (P (MMS). GE. 8) GO TO 7003 
M!'1S=l"!MS+ 1 
GO TO 7005 

C TAKE HOOE SPLIT STATISTICS ACCORDING TO INCOME LEVEL 
DATA AUT0$/.06/ 

7003 Z=FARE-((AUT0$/52.8J*ADISTJ+(V(MMS)*(TBUS-TAUT0)*.3/115200.) 

c 

*-FPARK 
ZZ=EXP {Z) 
PDB=1./(1.+ZZ) 
PROB=PROB+PDB 
SPROB=SPROB+(PDB*PDB) 

6029 PPDB (MMS) =PPDB (Ml'ISJ +PDB 
SUMP (MriS) =SUMP (.l'IMS) +PDB 
VSP(MMS)=VSP(MMS)+(PDB*PDB) 
KLM(MHS)=KLM(MMS)+1 
AVGSP(MMS)=SUMP(MMS)/KLM(M.l'IS) 
VAR SP (MMS) = (VSP (MMS)- (SUMP (MMS) *SUMP (HMS) /KLM (i'1MS))) / (KLM (MMS) -1) 

C TAKE LOS AND M.S. STATICTICS ACCORDING TC TRIP LENGTH 
IDST=BDIST/52.8 

c 

IDST=IDST+1 
IF(IDST.GT.6) IDST=6 
C(IDST)=C(IDST) +ALOS 
PB (IDST) =PB (IDST) +PDB 
CC(IDST)=CC(IDST)+(ALOS*ALOS) 
SPB(IDST)=SPB(IDST)+(PDB*PDB) 
NSH (IDST) =NSH (IDST) +1 
AVG(IDST)=C(IDST)/NSH(IDST) 
APG(IDST)=PB(IDST)/NSH(IDST) 
VAR(IDST)=(CC(IDST)-((C(IDST)**2)/NSH(IDST)))/(NSB(IDST)-1) 
VPG(IDST)=(SPB(IDST)-((PB(IDST)**2)/NSH{IDST)))/(NSH{IDST)-1) 
IF(LOS.LT.999)GO TO 6060 

PRINT 6101 
6101 FORMAT( 1 1'//40X,'STATISTICS BY THIP LENGTH (IN MILES) 1 //32X, 

*'0-1 1 ,1ox,•1-2 1 ,1ox,•2-3•,1ox,•3-4•,10x, 1 4-5' ,1ox, 1 5-'> 
WRITE(6,6102) (AVG(IDST) ,IDST=1,6) 

6102 FORM~T(/ 1 MEAN TRAVEL TIME RATIO 1 ,6(8X,F5.2)) 
WRITE(6,6103) (VAR (!DST) ,IDST=1,6) 

6103 FORMAT(6X,' (VARIANCE) 1 ,15X,7(F6.3,7X)) 
WRITE(6,6104) (APG(IDSTJ ,IDST=1,6J 
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6104 FORMAT(/' PROB OF TAKING BUS 1 ,12X,6(F5.2,8X)) 
WRITE(6,6103) (VPG(IDST) ,IDST=1,6) 
PRINT 6105 

6105 FORMAT(//, 40X, 1 STATISTICS BY INCONE LEVEL (IN TI!OUSAl'CD DOLLARS 
*PER YEAR) 1 /32X, 1 0-5' ,10X, '5-10 1 ,sx, 1 10-15' ,ax, '15-20' ,8X, 
*'20-25',8X, 1 25-30',8X,'30- 1 ) 

WnITE (6,6106) (AVGSP (MMS) ,MMS=1, 7) 
6106 FORMAT(/' MEAN PROBABILITY 1 ,15X,7(F5.2,8X)) 

WRITE(6,6103) (VARSP (MMS) ,MtiS=1, 7) 
PROB2=PROB/LOS 
PARM=ALOG((1/PROB2)-1)-FARE 
SPROB2=(SPROB-(PROB**2/LOS))/{LOS-1) 
COS= LOS 
CONFD=1.64*SQRT(SPROB2)/SQRT(COS) 
CONFD1=PROB2-CONFD 
CONFD2=PROB2+CONFD 
WRITE(6,6107) 

6107 FORMAT(40X,'****************************************************') 
WRITE (6,6108) 

6108 FOBMAT(40X,'*',50X,'*',/,40X, 1 *',50X, 1 *') 
WRITE(6,6109)PROB2,SPROB2,CONFD1,CONFD2 

6109 PORMAT(40X, 1 * MEAN PERCENTAGE OF BUS TRAVEL IS 1 ,F8.5,4X,'*', 
*/,40X,'* WITH VARIANCE 1 ,21X, F7.5,4X, 1 * 1 ,/40X, 
*'* 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 1 ,4X,F6.5,'- 1 ,P6.5,4X,'*') 

WRITE(6,6108) 
iiRITE (6, 6107) 
HSPEED=BSPEED*60/52.8 
VM=(BSTDD/52.8)*(60/FREQ)*OHPD*ODPY 
VH=VM/HSPEED 
PV=VEHN 
RP=PASSG*(60/FHEQ)*(PKHPD+(OHPD-PKHPD)/2)*0DPY 
OC1=(.227*VM+5.7*VH+6527.48*PV+.038*RP)*(1.07**(YEAB-1970)) 
OC2= (. 187*VM+4. 659*VH+3639. 05*PV+ .046*HP) * (1. 07** (YEAR-1970)) 
OCT= .862*VM*(1.07**{YEAR-1g70)) 
WRITE { 6, 399) 
iiRITE (6,600) 

600 FORMAT(20X,'EXPECTED OPERATING COSTS ARE',///} 
WRITE(6,601)0C1,0C2,0CT 

501 FORMAT(10X, 1 FOR PUBLIC OPERATION, OPERATING COST IS 1 ,F15.2,/, 
*10X,'F0R PRIVATE OPERATION, OPERATING COST IS 1 ,F15.2,/,10X,'TOTAL 
*OPERATING COST IS',F15.2) 

REVENU =RP*FARE 
IF(f>UBLIC.EQ.1) GO TO 391 
DEFICI =OC2-REVENU 
WRITE{6,610) 

610 PORMAT(10(/} ,20X, 1 THE SYSTEM IS PRIVATELY OWNED,'///) 
WRITE(6,611)VM,VH,PV,RP 

611 PORMAT(lOX,'ANNUAL VEHICLE MILES',F15.2,/, 
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*10X, 1 ANNUAL VEHICLE HOURS 1 ,F15.2,/, 
*10X, 1 PF.AK HOUR VEHICLES ',F15.2,/, 
*10X, 1 REVENUE PASSENGERS 1 ,F15.2) 

WRITE(6,612)REVENU,FARE,DEFICI 
612 FORMAT(///,10X, 1 ANNUAL REVENUE 1 ,F15.2, 1 BASED ON 1 ,F15.2,' DOLLAR 

*S PER TRIP',//,20X,'YEARLY DEFICIT OF THE SYSTEM 1 ,F15.2) 
GO TO 392 

391 DEFICI =OC1-REVENO 
WRITE{6,613) 

613 FORMAT(10(/),20X, 1 THE SYSTEM IS PUBLICLY OWNED 1
1 ///) 

WRITE(6,611)VM,VH,PV,RP 
WRITE(6,612)REVENU,FARE,DEFICI 

392 IF(DEFICI .LE.SUBSID) GO TO 386 
FARE= FARE + ( (DEFICI -SUBSID )/RP) 
PROB2=1/(1+EXP(FARE+PARM)) 
WRITE(6,614)FARE,SUBSID,DEFICI 

614 FORMAT(lO(/) ,lOX,'BECAUSE THE DEFICIT EXCEEDS ITS SUBSIDY THE FARE 
* PER TRIP IS INCREASED T0 1 /,F10.6,' IN ORDER TO BALANCE THE INSUFF 
*ICIENT SUBSIDY; OTrlERWISE, SUBSIDY 1 ,F15.2, 1 BE I~CREASEO TO ',/, 
*15X,F15.2) 

WRITE(6,615) PHOB2 
615 FORMAT(///,10X,'THE ADJUSTED ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM BECOMES' 

*,F10.5,' AND FEEDBACK PERFOR~S 1 ) 

386 N=NJN 
DO 384 I=1,N 

384 Q(I)=Q(I)*PBOB2/PROB1 
PB10P=PROB1+CONFD 
PB1LOW=PROB1-CONFD 
IP (PB1LOW.GT. PROB2) GO TO 621 
IP(PB1UP.GE.PROB2) GO TO 385 
WRITE (6, 399) 

621 PROB1=PROB2 
ILM= 1 
KV=O 
KLN=1 
RSTDD=99999999999. 
GO TO 538 

385 CONTINUE 
J 83 STOP 

END 
SUBROUTINE TRAYS (N,DIST) 
COMMON A(110,110),K(110) 
DIMENSION KK(110) ,KKK(110) 

C 3 OPT NEW PROGRAM 
N1 = N+1 
DO 34 I = 1,N1 

34 KKK (I) = K (I) 
51 IF(N-3) 54,54,53 



53 N1 = N-1 
NJ = N-3 

5 DO 12 KOUNT = 1,N 
DO 32 IK = 1,N3 
Kl = IK + 1 
DO 32 IJ = K1,N1 
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01 = A(K(IK),K(IJ+1}) + A(K{1),K(IJ)) 
D = A(K(l), K(IJ+1)) + A(K(IK), K(IJ)) 
IF (D1 -D) 6,6,7 

6 IA = 8 
D = D1 
GO TO 17 

7 IA = 2 
17 IF ( D+ A (K (I K + 1) , K ( N) ) -A ( K ( 1) , K ( N) ) -A (K (I K) , K (I K + 1) ) -A ( K (I J) , K (I J + 

*1)) +.001) 9,32,32 
32 CONTINUE 

IB =K (N) 
N1 = N-1 
DO 13 I = 1, N 1 

13 K(N-I+1) = K{N-1) 
K(1) =IB 

12 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 

9 DO 19 I = 1,N 
19 KK(I) = K(I) 

IJ2 = IJ+2 
K1 = IK+l 
K(N) = KK(IJ+1) 
KO = 0 
IF (IJ2 - N) 36,36,37 

36 DO 20 I = IJ2,N 
KO = KO + 1 

20 K (KO) = KK (I) 
37 DO 21 I = K1,IJ 

KO = KO + 1 
21 K (KO) = KK (I) 

K(N) = KK(IJ+1) 
IF(IA-8) 18,15,18 

15 DO 22 I=1,IK 
KO = K0+1 

22 K(KO) = KK(I) 
GO TO 14 

18 DO 25 I= 1,IK 
KO = K0+1 

25 K (KO) = KK (IK+1-I) 
14 CJNTINUE 

DO 35 I = 1,N 
35 KKK (I) = K {I) 



GO TO 5 
2 CONTINUE 

54 CONTINUE 
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DIST= A(KKK{N),KKK(1)) 
DO JO I = 2, N 

30 DIST = A (KKK (I-1) , KKK {I)) +DIST 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BTS (N,BOOND) 
COMMON A(110,110), K(110) 
DIMENSION MM(10,10} ,T(10,10}, IT(10), KK(10) 

C BRANCH METHOD FOR TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM WITH ONE SERVEH 
DO 21 I = 1, N 

c 

c 

c 

DO 22 J = 1,N 
22 MM (I,J) = O. 
21 IT(I) = O. 

1 

IT ( N + 1) = N + 1 
T(1,1) = O. 
IT ( 1) = 1 
BOUND = 100000. 

JJ = 1 
I = 1 
I = 1+1 
II = I-1 
DO 25 L = 1, II 
IF (IT {L) ) 25,25,26 

26 MM(I,IT(L)) = 1 
25 CONTINUE 
12 DX = 100000. 

DO 2 J = 2,N 
IF ('.iM (I,J) • EQ. 1) GO TO 2 
T (I,J) = T(I-1,JJ) + A(K(JJ) ,K(J)) 
IF(T(I,J) • GT. BOUND) GO TO 8 
IF (DX .LT. T(I,J)) GO TO 2 
DX = T (I, J) 
KZ =J 

2 CONTINUE 

IF (DX .GT. 10000) GO TO 24 
11 IT (I) =KZ 

JJ = KZ 
MM(I,JJ) =1 
IF (I.LT. N) GOTO 1 
GO TO 28 

24 I = I-1 
IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO 1 3 



c 

DX= 100000 
DO 27 L = 2, N 
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IF {MM(I,L) .E,J.1) GO TO 27 
IP (T(I,L) .GT. DX) GO TO 27 
DX = T(I,L) 
JJ =L 

27 CONTINUE 
DO 29 L = 1,N 

29 MM(I+1,L) =O 
IF {DX .GT. 10000) GO TO 24 
IT{I) = JJ 
MM(I,JJ) =1 
IF (I .LT. N) GO TO 1 

28 I = I+1 
T{I,1) = T(I-1,JJ) + A{K(JJ),K{I)) 
IF (T(I,1) .GT. BOUND) GO TO 24 
J = I 
BOUND = T (I, 1) 
IF (tH 1 - I) 36, 35, 36 

35 DO 34 L = 1,I 
34 KK (L) = K (IT ( L)) 
36 CONTINUE 

8 IT (I) = J 
GO TO 24 

13 DO 342 I= 1,N 
342 K (I) = KK (I) 

rtETURN 
END 
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DEMAND/SUPPLY EQUILIBRIUM IN DESIGNING BUS 

ROUTE OF SMALL URBAN AREA 

by 

Chaushie Chu 

ABSTRACT 

Mass transit bus systems can be Characterized by 

two aspects, supply and demand. As in most syst~m, the 

supplier objective is to minimize the system total cost 

yet maximize its attractiveness to the users. 

The present study applied this conc~pt to a bus 

system in small urban area by minimizing the total 

operational costs and maximizing the system's 

attractiveness to the riders. The total operational 

costs are reduced by designing a route-network which 

will yiald a minimum total bus travel distance within 

the physical and economic constraints. On the d~mand 

side, a measure of attractiveness is constructed based 

on th0 probability that a person will ride a bus siven a 

certain level of service of the bus system and a cost 

figure for using the private automobile. 

The main purpose of this work is to find the 



equilibrium point of the demand and supply of a bus 

transit system so that decisions on some policiy 

variables such as bus capdcity, 

bus fare, 

determined. 

parking price ~tc., 

maximum 

can be 

route length, 

interactively 
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